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PREFACE 

While I was engrossed in conversation with a colleague 

regarding my exciting experience at the Jawaharlal Nehru University (for 

a French speaking person!) and my intention to write on the ACP/EEC 

AssOciation for my M.Phil thesis, he remarked : 

11It 's something which seems impossible to do. What else can 

be said about the ACP/EEC which has already not been said or dealt wi tho 

What can be said about such a scorching topic which holds the attention 

of so many experts? 11 

These >'lOrds were so true and so well stated that I immediat-

ely felt a drop in my enthusiasm. After remaining in deep thought for 

a few days, I regained my mental serenity and old ardour by recalling 

the following two remarks : 

1) 11 ••• so many things have been said and created, but 

there remain many more to say and to create ••• 1; 

These words of a keen minded observer were taken up by 

N'Krumah, when he wanted to prepare his Ph.D. thesis in philosophy at 

a late stage in life. 

2) 11
••• Segui il tue corse e ~ascia dir le geri ti 

' This remark of Dante was quoted by Marx in his preface to 

the first German edition of Capital. 

Thus, by overcoming this conflict within ~myself, and thanks 

to the encouragement I received from Professor A. Gupta and Dr. V. Gupta, 

my .Ambassador, H. E. Dr. Babacar Diop, I have been able to write these 

few pages. 

1 March 1979 

New Delhi-1100067 . 

U) ",{\U4 x. '\•~ cwvv c.,o~fl ~vv~/ 'vtX, ~~\e.- \:-~It ----- . ------ '\ 



INTRODUCTION 

Presidetlt Julius Nyerere of Tanzania ih early 1961 linked 

·.the international distribution of wealth' to the ~arxist analysis of 

o1ass. He argued in these terms 

" ••• Karl Marx felt there was an inevitable clash between 

the rich of one ~6ciety and the poor of that society. In that, I 

believe, Karl Marx was right ••• But today, it is the international 

scene which is going to have a greatet impadt on the lives of 
,, . 

individuals.•• And when you look at the international scene, you must 

admit that the world is diVided between the 11 Haves" and the "Have-nots".o 

And don 1 t forget that the rich countries of the worid today may be -

found on both sides of the division between "capitalist'! and "socialist" 

countries ••• " (1) 

Thus as a direct consequence of this dichotomy we have now, 

and let ·us quote from the Club of Rome report "Reshaping the Inter

national order" edited by Professor Tinbergen, "essentially two worlds, 

~d the disparities between them are growing. One is the world of the . 
rich, the other is the world of the poor united by its heritage of 

common suffering. A poverty curtain divides the world materially 

and philosophically. One world is literate, the other largely 

illiterate, one industrial and urban, the oth,er predominant agrarian 

and rural; one consumption-oriented, the other,_ s:tr}v:\=ng for survival. 

In the rich W:o_r:J,.d there is concern for tl::l.€3 quality of lif'e , in the 

(1) See "The stress is now on dignity 11 Sunday News (Dar-es-Salem) 
September 8, 1963 and Nyerere, The Second Scramble (Pamphlet) 
Dar-es~Salem: Tanga.P,ika Standard Ltd.,1962.: 
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poor world about life itself, which is threathened by disease, hunger and 

malnutrition. We hav~ a situation where in the Third 1!Vorld, millions of 

people toil under a' broiling sun from morning till dusk for miserable 

rewards and premature death, without even discovering the reason why." 

How does one overcome this contradiction? President Senghor 

of Senegal, says the follo\-ri.ng regarding this distressing question: 

"Could we say that, now, we will wage war against capitalist 

countries- that capital should be private or state-owned- that we will 

slacken our cooperation with the EEC or our bilateral cooperations, 

including the one with our ex-coloniser? This would be foolish, more so 

because no 'irevolutionary11 or 'lynoderate'' African State has done it, the 

reason simply being that we still need fresh capital, new techniques, 

even technical assistance all at once. However, beyond immediate utility 

and need for aid, even if this is not one sided,. there is a basic problem: 

that of .a new humanism to be worked out and .t.o be lived ••• If we wish to 

be'come integral men, we should stop thinking like modern Europeans, the 

slave drivers by dichotomy, in order to think by synthesis like our negro-

African ancestors, so as to live by symbiosis. This means to say that 

Erimary, horizontal solidarity among Africans, among people of the Thir~ 

World, will be completed' by secondaryl=ver::~i<?~al_)~.?)idarity among Africans 
.. . . . . . 

and Europeans. Precisely,, the process was started by an association with 

------~--~~ 

.(1) VIIIth Congress of t·he Senegalese Progressist Union 
Report of general poliocy : The Economic Community as a framework 
of development. · 
p. 27 · paragraph IT 
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These different statements amply open the way to our study 

and help us to clearly state our problem. Over and above the dialectical 

contradiction forvrarded by Professor Tinbergen, and more so by President 

Nyerere between the "Haves" and the 11 Have-nots", we have to find a 

solution to bring these twq worlds closerm by achievi~g, as stated by 

President Sengh.or, "primary,horizontal solidarity, among Africans and 

people of the ~hitd \lto:rld ~ by .se.boBdaryt. v~rtical solidp#i t;y among 

Africans and Europeans ••• 11 

It is this "··· secondary, vertical solidarity among 

Africans and Europeans ••• " that we would like to study by taking the 

ACP/EEC Association as an example. Our main focus will be on EEC and 

Africa. For wanting to circumvent the relations between ACP/EEC in 

their integrality is an ambitious desire, difficult, if not nearly 

impossible, to be achieved in a few pages. We are aware of the 

difficumties involved in this analysis, when we notice that somtimes 

on certain points, the ACP partners of the 9 European countries remain 

basically divided. 

· The Lome Convention is all at once a historical and 

juridical monument, which was born after a long, difficult and some

times painful gestation; after a.long experience between Africa and. 

Europe. 

Our-contribution, in the framework of this thesis, will be 

a modest attempt to study the interdependent relations between the 

9 European countries and the ACP States, by keeping in view mainly 

the presentation of certain po~nts which seem positive and which 

arouse critical discussion on certain. aspects of the Lome Convention, 
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BUt we will look all along this study into some aspects of the 

relations 'between the 9 EEC and the 44 of the ADP countries. 

(Conventions Yaounde I and Yaounde II). 

In this thesis, it is impossible to exhaust the whole 

topic, which regularly draws the attention, in the slightest details, 

of experts of developed and developing countries, party or non-party 

to the Lome Convention. 

As stated above, the Lome Convention, in its juridical 

garb, is a masterpiece, difficult to criticise. Hence, in order to 

get out of the deadlockp in Chapter IV of my study' I have based 

myself not only on a theoretical model but alsQ tried to see.some 

of the shortcomings in the practical enforcement of certain 

privisions of this Convention~ 
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••• Europe should understand that by helping Africa, 

it helps itself. Indeed, only the old and young 

Africa with its tremendous possibilities, is capable of 

maintaining the old Europe eten~ally young due to a 

great and frdhk cooperation ••• 11 ( 1) 

Houphouet BOIGNY 
President of Ivory Coast 

------------------------~--:....-~---------------~.-- ..... -~·~·...._-----~ ...... ~--

( 1) "Le Courrier11 No. 30 March-April 1975. 
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CHAPTER I 

INT.ERNATIONAL ECONOMIC COOPERATION 

A NECESSITY OF MODERN TUlliS 

~Cooperation is a necessity of our times. It achieves "new 

human dimension", according to Gabriel d'Arboussier. Big or small states 

are forced to identify themselves with others in order to assure their 

mutual development. Hence the traditional framework of communities 

breaks up, leading to "internationalisation" of all the problems, not 

only at the economic and political, but also at the moral and 

idealogical levels. 

In order to clearly understand this phenomenon of 

international cooperation and to give it all the importance it 

deserves, we should group the countries broadly into three great 

socio-economic s'ystems, despite the fact that countries within each 

group are characterised by diff0rent degrees of homogeneity and 

coherence. The three systems are : 

- the developed capitalist countries 
0 

- socialist countries 

- the 8Conomically underdeveloped countries 

It is by looking at these different systems that we can 
\ 

realise tm fforts by one and all with a view to having an improved 

international economic order."t;f . 

The western wo~shaped as the main core of contemporary 

industrial civilisation is the basic "metropolis" of the world. 
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This group of countries w~tl:l homogeneoti.s civilisation patterns. 
. . . ·' . ·. ~ ... 

connected by solidarity of economic interests, haS the highest 
~r-- . :.. ; . 

economic standard and can maintain its privileges by a set of agents -

including political and. military ones. Self-sustained progress of 

developed countries is based, to an imports.ht extent, on inner 
' 

driving forces, which· when mastered, indilc.e an app±-eoiable long run 

rate of growth. They include the human factor as well as scientific 

and technological progress. But the development of these countries at 

the prese:tlt·rate could not be sustained without access to the large 
· .. 

raw material resources of the major part of the world. Control over 

these resources and most often their direct exploitatio~ not only 

.ensures high. rate of growth, but also gives immense advantages 

(direct profits, control ov~r prices, etc.). Usually, the developed 

countries do not reject any methods to maintain this position .• 'l'e~ 

They derive considerable gains, essential to the rate of expansion, 

from the maintenance of the most advantageous international division 

of labour, price relations, foreign capital investments, etc. 

The second group consists of socialist countries • 

Economic development of the socialist world began in societies which 

were on the threshold of-industrialisation. Development started at a 

much lower economi~ level and, equally i~portant, with a much smaller 

general industrial potential than that of the capitalist metropolis. 

Al~:J,O development took place in conditions close to complete iso+~tion. 
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Despite the initial un:fayourable conditions and hostile 

·environment, the socialist countries have made, Spedta6ular gains in 

economic development. In the post-war period, the Etiropeah socialist 

,countries have expanded. ~t a rate higher than the de\reloped courltx'ies. 

In consequehce • the ·disparity ih the economic levels between these two 

~bups Of countries has diminished. Nevert~ess 9 the gap is still 

considerably wide. The socialis.t co-untries have at their disposal all 

the factors and internal agents, indispensable for maintaining a high 

rate of expansion in the future. Although the basic development factors 

in the socialist countries do not differ much from those of the 

developed countries ;th:'="'"~ are a number of characteristics specific .. to the 

socialist countries: These are : 

- mobilisation of social .efforts 

- dynamisation of the broadest social strata, etc. 

The socialist countries have developed basic structural 

premises which include a high rate· of productive investment and 
. . ! 

industrial structure that makes this rate possible. 

The third group is composed of countries. usually described 

as the "developing" ones •. Tl1.~se count·:ries are highly differentiated 
::- .. ;. 

frotp. the point o.;f_ view of cultura'i traditions and socio-economiC 

qqn.~li;t.ions, with sqanty iritr--ti-ade .relations and links, and without 

much solidarity in advancing' develo.pmEint. They consistute the periphery 
; ·.,. . . ' . , 

of the contemporary· industr±al:civilisation. All socio-economic . ' . . . . . . 

disproportions occur fn ;these .countries irltheir extreme form. 
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These countries have an unusually low level of economic development. On 

an average, their per capita Gro::;;s National Product is smaller than Dn..e, 

tenth of the developed countries. The low economic level makes 

acceleration of the process of accumulation difficult. 

In order to achieve their economic development, the 

4eveloping countries had the choi?e of satisfying a .minimum number of 
' oonditions,of opting for a system suitable to.their realities or for 

one of the socio-economic systems, that is to say, socialist or 

capitalist system. 

However, in spite of this systematisation, we notice that 

the impetus for international cooperation has been strengthened, and 

Afr~ca, in its totality, has not escaped this movement, which can be 

considered historical. It is also true that for Africa, even during 

the colonial days, the problem ~f economic cooperation between 

colonial territ'ories was acute. When the African countries gained 

independence, they were once again faced with the same problem. After 

independence, ways and means were devised for cooperation between 

African states at the first.stage, and between Africa and other 

continents particularly E1.1rope, at the second stage. The best ·. 

exemple is given us here by cooperation between Africa and EEC, which 

is the topic of our study. · 

Before dealing with this analysis, let us examine how this 

movement of cooperation evolved in Africa during the early stages of 
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independence,. the general trends of the· economic· situation of the 

African countries party to the Lome Convention, and the solution to 
••••• ,_,,..·~.- ', ,.,.. :·, ·:.":·:, ~ ~ < ~· ·.. .. •••••• 

be adopted by the African countries,. 'th.at, is to say'· the cooperation.t· 

After ~ecol.onisation, ·4-.fri.ca opened first to itself, in 

the dontext of sub~regional divisions ( eg: O.M.v.s~), regional 

divisions ( eg: O~C~A.J.VI.; U .D .E .A.C.) and continental ciivi~ions ( eg: 

O.A.tr.); theti it _d~veloped it~ cooperation at the international 
. . . . . 

level. In this chapter, we will deal mainly with the presentation 

of the ec.onomic situation of the ACP partners of the Lome Convention 

on a global plane.We will focus on the important features and the 

changes brought about in these countries at the economic level. 
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Ji.lOST-INDEJ?ENDENT AFRICA AND THE MOVEMEN.T FOR COOPERATION 

The need .;for regrouping of cooperation be·tw:een states is 

not a new happening in Africa. Indeed, the emergence of a number of small 

colonies - sometimes an absurd existence - has made such cooperation 

imperative, because a certain economic complementarity has been added 

to the diversity of the new territories inducing cooperation • 

. Following the colonial parcelling of Africa,the colonial 

powers tried to remedy the situation by trying to create big blocks 

of federation in French-speaking Black Africa - for example - they 

were two separate entities . French West Africa (AOF), consisting of . 
8 terri t cries ( 1 ) , and French Equatorial Africa (AEF), consisting of 

4 territories (2). Each of these entities had separate customs agreements 

and federal units : an Executive, an Assembly, techz;dcal and 

administrative services. 

~vi thin this customs union , there were no barriers among the 

partners. Fiscal and social legislation and price policies were common. 

The originality of the functioning of these customs unions consisted 

of giving the countries located in t~e interior refunds on custom

duties and fiscal tax.es appropriated by the Customs Department, so as 
, 

to prevent them from being deprieved of one of the Federations's 

main resources. 

( 1 ) Senegal, Sudan, Mauritania., Ivory Coast, Dahomey, Upper Volta, Guinea, 
I ". 

N1gor. 
Gabon, Chad, Congo Brazaville~ Bangui(presently Republic of Central 
Africa). . · . 

(2) 
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But, ever since the end of· the First World War, there was 

a strong wave of opposition to colonial rule in Africa, supported by 

trade union movements. This lead to independence and to the 

disappearance of this colonial federalisril; that is to say, the 

''fragmentation" of the African continent. ·In 1958, the eX:-French 

colonies of Black Africa attained their independence, either in the 

framework of the community or outside any link with France. Under the 

pressure of events, a similar movement took place in the British 

colonies of Africa as well • .And, it is here that we can realise all 

the import-ance of the.se wdr~ds of a colonial Governor, " ••• the 

tragedy of decolonisation arises out of the fact that it was thought 

tb.at what were colonial allotments could: bonsti tute States" ( 1). 

Africans, conscious of this tragedy, instead of confining themselves 

to political atomism and maintaining themselves among generally large 

or small frontiers, which the oolonisers drew out, tried to and are1 

still trying to regroup themselves, in order to cooperate. In this 

search for unity, certain ambitious ideas were somtimes put forth. 

~y even· thought of a continental government. This idea is not a 

new one. Marcus Garvey, aft.er the end of the First World War, 

procll.llimed himself "President of the United S..tates of Africa". ( 2). 

(1) Governor de Lavignette in International Economic Relations, 
cyclostyled lecture of Professor Bourguignat,pg.267,1965-66. 

(2) Marcus Garvey, born in 1885, is considered to be the preacher ·of 
black "Zionism". He wrote "Africa for Africans" 1925, ":Philosophy 
and Opinions" (published by AJ:n.y Jacques). · 
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More modest attempts were undertaken, which deeply reflect 

th~litical and economic realities of New Africa~ This is how this 

impe~ative of coopefation led the French-speaking African States, a 

little afte~ the B.eferendutn 9 tb wonder "t'ihether it was preferable 

to maintain the previous AbP and _4EF in a d1fferent form, or to 

institute a larger whole federating them. Finally, and due to 

opposition to any federal or confed.¥al solution, attempts at 

regrouping failed. 

On 17th January,1959, the Federation of Mali between 

Senegal and ex-French Sudan was formed. The advent of this Federation 

was considered to be a model of regrouping among the recently 

independent African States. But unfortunately, the federation of 

Mali broke up on 20th August, 1 960. 

The Ghana-Guinea Union remained a dead letter. (1) 

(1) The two leaders,· Sekou Toure (Guinea) and N'Krumah (Ghana) had 'not 
envisaged the creation of a federation between ~heir two states, 
but a tot~l union between the two countries in order to constitute 
the first link of Continental Government, an idea very dear to 
President N'Krumah. 'l'his wish could not be achieved for severhl 
reasons, among which, a certain "camouf.laged" conflict of ) 
leadership. There were of course more real problems like : 
language, economy, among which were mainly problems of currency, 
culture Ooooo 
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As far as.coritinental regroupings are concerned, we will 

recall. here the chr'onolbgy of events 'given b.y Mr. Gabriel d I Arbouss·ier 

in his book 1i.A.frica towards Uni ty11 ~ ( 1) 

The Federation of Nigeri~ was born on 1st October, a very 

important fact for Independence and African Unity, because, by itself 

alone,this federation imposes the .iouble problem of independence and 

regrouping. 

And, in the same month of october 1960, 12 States of Africa 
; 

and Madag~car Diet and decided to re'groul;l ih order to cooperate. Two 

months later, they met again in Brazaville. 

The momentum was speeded up. In January 1961 , their experts 

met in Dakar; in March, all of them got together in Yaounde and 

decided to form the African and Madagascar Union (U.A.M.), to set up 

the Organisation of Africa and Madagascar for economic cooperation 

(O.A.M.C.E.). and the 11 Air-Afrique Company (2). 

At the sam~ time, another attempt at regrouping brought 

together Moroc'co, the U.A.R., Guinea, .Ghana and Mali at Casablanca. 

(1) "Africa towa:rds Unity". Saint-Paul Publications, 1961,pages 8 & 9. 

(2) O.A.M.C.E. :~'its objective wa$ to strengthen the solidarity and 
cooperation of member states. This organism disappeared in 1964, 
when theUnion of Africa and Madagascar was changed to Union of 
Africa and Madagascar for Economic Cooperation (UAMCE). 
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But in May ,1961, a bigger attempt leading to the· fusion of 

two groups. took place at-Monrovia, where 20 States met, its remarkable 

fact being that African States to the South of Sahara, both English 

and French speaking ones, joined it. These 20 Stat·es sent their experts 

to Dakar in July to decide on the propos£il to be submitted at the Second 

Conference of the }~onrovia Group at the end of the year in Lagos(Nigeria). 

This is how it worked out a procedure whose importance 

appeared clearly through the evolution of the Group of twelve. 11 

_ "~iodici~ of meetings, preparatory work of experts , de~ision of Heads 

of States, finalising of coopeQation and regrouping of structures."(1) 

This movement was also regional. On 19th May, 1959, 'the 

S~el-Benin Union or the Council of Understanding, between Ivory Coast, 
. ' 

Dahomey, Niger, Upper-Volta was created. This organisation was 

characterised by full flexibility. It gave complete liberty to the 

States. Its main organ is called "The Council" at which level decisions 

should be taken unanimously .. The only members of this "Council't are 

Heads of States, party to the regrouping. 

At about the same time (29th June 1959) a Customs 

- Convention was signed in Paris between theex:..;,.AEF States ( 1); and 

three organisms were instituted at the level of these States ; Posts 

and Telecommunication, a research institute and an equatorial transport 

agency. 

(1) "Africa Towards Unity'i by Mr. Gabriel d'Arboussier 

(2) Congo-Bra?aville, Gabon, Chad, Republic of C ntral Africa. 
. P. 
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On 8th December~ 1964, the Treaty of .Equatorial Customs 

Union (UDEAC) was adopted. It came into force from 1st January,1966. 

A single customs duty was levied in the participating countries. And 

free circulation of people, goods, merchandise and services was 

allowed. Thus we have harmony in fiscal matters and development plane, 

institution of a common customs tariff, abolition of taxes on imports 

and exports. 

The product of these regional regroupings was .the Common 

Organisation of States bordering the Senegal River (OERS).This 

organisation was set up on 23rd March, 1968, at Labe in Guinea. It 

grouped Senegal, Guinea, Mali and Mauritania. The main organs of this 

institution were : conference of Heads of States (who meet at least 

once a year}, Council of Ministers (at least two meetings per year); 

tliis organism is responsible to the Heads of States; an inter

parliamentary Council ( made up of 20 deputies, 5 for each State) 

having a consultative role, a General Secretariat consisting of three 
('\ 

regional secretariatG, for managing the Senegal River Basin,planning 

and development, educational and cultural affairs .• " 

These lists of regroupings do not exhaust the entire 
I 

number. Atrica is an "effervescentn continent. As such, it was quite 

normal that the existing organs be transformed or extenjed .. or mor6 

that some other regroupings took place. 

As we see, this desire for regrouping was somtimes 

· motivated by political. reasons, at other times by strictly economic 

reasons. But in both cases, the groupings.which have come out have 

structurally taken two forms : 
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a) very flexible (what vTe will call functional). This is 

the case with O.A.U.(1) and the 11 Conseil de l'Entente 11 between Ivory 

Coast, Dahomey, Upper Volta and Niger. So as to stop with the last 

example, we, can say that the main preoccupation at the level of this 

organi~ation t.ras to P.armohise relations between States forming the 

Council and in ail the fiefds iiort thebasis of friendship; fraternity 

and solida:tity". This organisation does no" seem to correspond to 3IlY 

other type of inter-state organisation. 

b) The S
0
cond Group (which we will call organic) 

corresponds to more precise exigencies. Thus the organisms set up are 

better structuredo This is the case~ for example, between, Senegal and 

Gambia. At the level of this regrouping, there is an executive 

Secretariat which coordinates the common policy of the two countries 

in fielc4 well defined in advance. 

We have to mention here that later there vTere other 

organisms which really open the discussions for our study, like CEAO 

(European Community of West African States) 020, which clearly denotes 

the path desired by the Africans, that is, to pass from the Customs 

Union with the UDEAO (Customs Union of West African States) to the . 

stage of the Common Market. 

( 1 ) O.A.U. : Grouping 'of independent African States (except for South 
Africa), created by the inter-A;frican Conference of Adis-Abeba fr_om 
22-25J,Vlay,1963. At the level of this organisation, the-follow·ing 
meetings are held : · 
a) oncf! a year the Assembly of Heads of States and Governments. 
b) twiqe a year, I Council of Ministers 9onsisting of Ministers 

for ]!lore i,gn Affairs • · 
c) and r General Secretariat constitutes the permanent administrative 

organism. 
(2) :Protocol signed on 21st May, 1970 at Bamako. 
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GENBRAL STUDY OF THE ECONOMIC SITUATION OF 

· ACJ? COUNTRIES PARTY TO THE LOME CONVENTION 

. . 
The concept of under-development has given rise to a lot 

of debate and dieoussion duri:qg a quarter'of century.A number of people 
have given thought to this problem. Some, like Yves Lacoste and G. 

BALliliDIER, find seventeen criteria ofunder.:..development. 

According to Yves Lacoste, in the 19th o~ntury, the factor 

which led to industrial development in some countries rather than 

others was the existence of a &iddle-class, which by breaking up feudal 

rule gave birth to a class of entrepreneun ; In England, notably,, at 

the end of the 18th century,_ these entrepreneurs 'took control of 

inventions of those days to start the Industrial Revolution. 

For many countries, the subjection of the pauper classes~ 

absence of social' mobility J.nd. monopolisation of trade benefits by the 

aristocrats checked the process of development. In Africa, slave-trade 

disarticulated the traditional structures ·and isQlated the tribes from 
• eaoh other. These structural deficiencies were aggravated by the form 

of expansion on Western capitalism across the world. This expansion, 

instead of leading to development, had the opposite effect. It 

provoked cumulative effects of depression talked of by G. Myrdal •. 

This was a cause of under-developiJJ.ent.for the dominated countries. The 

economy was oriented in terms mf foreign interests, appropl"iation 
I 

activities increased, and the existing handicrafts and. manufacture 

were ruined under foreign.competition. 

(1) Presence Africaine : J~September 1960. page 20 to 63. 
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improvements brought about by the eo1oniser in thi:r · 

infrastruc:tlire of the dominated counti'y d~d not really contribute to 
' . . ;· . 

its develo~ment,. but ~~re the means by which thS developed countries 

extracted the resource~ of the colonised countries for the benefit 

of metropolitan interest.s~ In Africa, the dislocation of the 

traditional society could' not thus have,poaitive" effects favouring 

development which the destruct:ion of arbhaic economic structures had 

in other countries, in Western.Europe fdr example, even though the 

transformatioti was accompanied by t:t-oti.Bi~s al\.d. miseries. 

In under-developed countries, the lack of capital 

accumulation and investment blocked all possibilities of mak~ng.a 

start. Besides, there was no local market to support development. 

Specialisation was resorted to in the under-developed countries for 

export production, mostly of agricultural commodities. 

F. Peroux, after having retained the factor of yearly 

income per head and the inequaiities.which he brings out, underlines 

its insufficiency. For example,- -Volile~uel~ ,. o.ecording to this factor 

is at the same level as France·,· Belgium and_ Holland~ but it still 

remains under-developed because 90% of i·ts income depends on6il. Its 

economy is thus entirely depertd.ent on .American_co~panies, whichare 

related to each other for m~ny years • .Among the factors responsible 

for under de.velopment are economic and social distortions' absence . . . 
DISS 
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of a middt~~ta.i:ls, political and economic dependence, dislocation of 

traditional structures, limi tatioh of modem economic sector, unfav,ourable 

evolution of exchange terms and of cat>i tal market t rapid demographic growth 

etc. (1) 

Under-development is basically preceded by the intrusion of 

' the semi~capitalist system within cramped societies in backward social 

structures, to the benefit of a politically and economically privileged 

minority (foreign or local)e It is 7 however, important to make a comment 
.. 

here. Under-development does not coincide exactly with the phenomenon of 

colonialism. (2) Under-developed countries are not- all of the same type; 

it is not surprising at: alr when we notice that they comprise nearly 3/4 

of the world population 1 spread on the entire surface. These populations 

are of different races and origins. They are made up of economic and 

social systems t...rhich do not resemble each other. As far as Africa is 

concerned, we can divide them into two big types, each consisting of two 

sub-divisions 

(1) Professor Raymond Barre in one of the books of the I.S,C.A. formu
lated' the characteristics of under-development as the following: 11 The 
under-developed economy was characterised by instability and dependence; 
it could, with great difficulty, break the vicious circle of poverty. 

(2) If it is true that all the 9x-oolonies or the present dependent 
countries are under-developed, all the under-developed colonies on the 
other hand are not ex-colonies (Meridianal Europe). This makes tis 
forsee that in the solutiol" to be thought of, deoolonisation is 

-necessary, but it is not ~:-;,:'ficient. 
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1 ) Countr;i:es where modern econoray was·· imposed on a 

traditional society by the foreign power~ They :consist of the whole 

of the black ·cont'inent with a d:i:fference ·regro:-ding the illlportan·ce of 

non-African population •. 

a) Countries which experienced·. only partial colonial 

domination like those of the tropical and equatorial regions •. 

b) Co~tries ~hich had ficial odiortisation like South-
.'· 

Africa. Probl~ms of their e~oriotuc dev(Jlopmerit, themselves linked with 

their poliiical liberations, ~e obvi~J~i~ dlfferent. 
• i ;.;· I . ··,;' 

2) Countries where a capit~list economy was enforced by 

destroying ·the local population and replacihg it with an illlported 
... 

population. This is the case of count~ies of Latin Alllerica and West 
+ . . . 

Indies. In.these countries, economic and social structures were an 

innovation due to colonia~i$n. 

We dati sub-divide them iritd two groups 
: ; ~ 

a) Countries having attained political independence like 

Tahiti, but s:ubject to close economic dependence on a developed}·:·· 

country. 

b) Countries dominated completely,politic~lly and 

economically, like French West Indies. 

vie note inna.diately two basic differences between the 

big groups 1 and 2. The first difference is that in Africa, the basic 
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cotlLlU!lal social structures can serve as a basis of developoent. '.rhe 

second difference is that Africa is under-populated• It is subject, 
. . 

to a r:ruch lesser extent, to the handicap of certai~ 'i.mder-dei"elope-d 

countries. In West Indies, on the other hand, ecoriomc de~~lopmeht 

could be achieved only after a sudden upsetting of economic structu.iies • 
. , 

On the whole, in·order to underst~nd better the ecohooid 

evolution of Africa, its present problems as well as its future 

prospects, ~t is necessary to draw attention to certain unique 

features of the African sftuati·on which distinguishes it froo 

industriaiised countries and froo the rhird Worid. 

1st Feature 

Africa, in nearly all its totality, reLmins at a 

disadvantage compared to the rest of the world. Most of the African 

countries lag behind Asian countries. This factor makes any 

perspective of development quite difficult. (1) 

2nd Feature 

Iopact of domi~ation : even though oost of the developing 

countries were subject to colonial doLlination, the fact reoains that 

.sone aspects of this phenomenon are peculiar to Africa: 

- colonisation is a Llodern phenomenon in Africa 
'·:. 

- the African continent was last to gain independence 

- decolonisatiqn was sudden, without comparison to any-

other decolonised count:r:v~ 

( 1) cf. c}lapte:J;S 2 and J • 
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·colonisation in Afric?L was preceded or followed by the 

settling there of a.·iarge riumber of Eiirdpeans : this is 

th~ base v1th · Kenyiif . Tanganyika, Belgian Congo, 
. :, ·;_ 

Algeria, Tunisia, .~tc ~ 
' 

These two features had an lmportarit impact on the African 

eeonooy, and it is all the oore. ·b.·ue, · that the sconomic foundations 

of the Af~ican society-were severely shaken during colonial rule. In 

riany oases; f~rioans chased out froo their lands t 'were forced to 

become workers in faros in order to' earn their livelihood •. African 

society, shaken tip during this period, nearly lost its culture. 

3rd feature 

This is also a consequence of domination and of 

implantation o:f colonial settlers - it is the creation of racialist 

regi.D.es in South Africa and Rhodesia• 

The co·lonial period weakened the economic· structure of 

African countries. Inspite of efforts rJade during the post-colonial 

period, the colonial structure systeo reoained, with its pattern which 

is·as follows : 

'Atgeria 1· 1} The creation of oodern econooy through the settlement 
Kenya · . ·· ... 
Rhodesia of innigrants froo :oetropolitan powers and froo othe:tt 
Mozambiq'l.+e 
Tanganyi;ka parts of .the colonial empire. 

2) Th.e exploitation of resources by oining cor:1panies, · 

plantation trading companies~ etc., made :poe~ible by: 

the infusion of external capital and enterprise.: 
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.·· . 

3) Thr growth of cash crops production by peasant faroE?rs. 

Even though most of the economies contain these three 

elements of development, the fact reoains that the domination of one 

structure over the o+~ers places them in one category or in another. 

\Ali th the independence of African countries, there has 

been defintely a great improveoent in the African economic situation. 

It is difficult to define it quantitatively. In the sixties, for exam 

exaople, annual econooic growth rate W?S 4% in real terms. During the 

decade 1958 to 1969, a number of changes took place in the African 

economy. While in agriculture, one could note a decline from 43 to 24% 

from 1958 to 1969, in oanufacturing, and for the sane period; there 

was a growth froo 1o to 12%. 

The most inportant change took place in the mining 

industry with the growth going up froo 4% in 1958 to 9% in 1969. We 

can quote several examples in this field. 

At the structural level, per region, we have : 

- North African co\lntries which have a. structur€--. 

reseobling that of the developed countries. 

- West Africa dominated mainly by an agric~ltural econony 

representing more than 20% of the Gross Doraestic 

Product (G.D.P.) 

In short, the econooy of under-developed countries is 

characterised generally by a wi:r.aary and dual structure, an unstable · 

and dependent funct.ioning_, J.?-ck of ca:Pi tai and technological skill. 
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We are not ·going to stress on the different points which will talte us 

to other con~iderations, particularly, to the question. of knowirig 

what to deveiop. Industry? In which case, we have to answer other 

questions like 

'- Industria.lisatioh is necess:tJ:'y for development, but 

what should be it~ proportion ~nd priority vis a vis 

ag:i'i:cul t"lire? 

~ What type of ihdustrialisation is necessary? 

~ The type of industries to be set up : heavy industry 

or light industry? 

~he question of what to develop also implies that the 
. .. 

basic factors for deveiopoent have already been attained. Most 

econooists·feei thatt:he~e factors are three in~mber 

1) political option: independence 

2) historical option : unity 

3) econooic option : an econooic ideology 

In nest of the African countries, these factors do exist, 

but econooic developoent did not follow, or rather is being achieved 

·with difficUlty. 

To sum up, we can say that the single most significant 

feature of the African econoraic scene is the fragrw.entation of the 

continent into a large number of politically distinct entities with 

only marginal economic links with each other. The. absurdly small 

• 
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. oconotlic size of most fd':rican countries is too well known to be 

reiterated. But so:rae statistics need to be brought out. Less than 

ten African countries have a population exceeding 10 million and 

several have a population less than two ruillion. This fact of 1\frican 

ocononic life oust be the starting point for any am1lysis of the 

strategy of developnent i~\'frica over the next three decades. The · 

colonial pattern of development for African countries was through 

the expansion of prinary products for export tq industrialised 

contries and the import fron there of·r:1anufactured consuner and 

capital goods. In the past two decar1 es; there has been a limited araount 

of industrialisation based largely on ioport substitution for the 

national market. 

The limits of the colonial patte~n of growth are more 
evident in the case of some African econor:1ies wP,ich are primarily 

dependent on agricultural export earnings for the expansion of their 

econonies. The growth si'irategy based on exports of prinury products, 
' :~ ~ . 

import of sophist~cat~d consumer goods nnd c2pital equipment, and 

industrialisation centred on inport substitution of sinple nanufactured 

consuner goods, led to the faniliar I,atin Ar::terican situation of high 

cost,i!l .Africa, excess capacity of industry, stagp.ation of the 

industrial sector and the lagging of agricl4tural exports· •. 

T~e enlargement of African narkets througJ:l the creation of 

common markets, preferential trading blocs, and sinilar arrangements, 

is a necessary condition for the sustained growth and. transformtion 

of African econonies. Benefits that flow fron enlarged narkets are 

necessarily of a long tern nature. 
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COOPER4T!ON FOR DEVELOPMENT 

' . 
For the developing countries, oonstant.deterioration of 

the terms has been posing a serious challenge. For example, export 

prices in the Third World countries declined by approximately 1 6% 

between 1953 and 1970. At the same time, prices of industrial 

products of the West, imported by the poorer countries rose by 10%, 

which was equivalent to a deterioration of 26% in the terms of the 
. 

exchange .to the disadvantage of the lattsr. From 1945 to 1965, the 

selling price of one kilo coffee multiplied by 15, the cost price 

of a ton of cement by 40, the 6ost price of a tfuct of 5 tons by 

more than 100. 

Such flucfuatiohs, in tm terins of etch~nge brought about 

an increase of 2.8 billion dollars in the national income of the 

industrialisr;tl! countries of Europe ·and North America, while the 

Third World's import capacity went dovm by 1.7 billion dollars. 

Even the capital given to thepoor coUntries by the rich 

one, for their development, leads to the transfer of values from the 

periphery to the Centre. In his study "Development of Under

Development in Latin .Amrica", Guntur Frank concluded that in the 

present conditions of. exploitation of resources of this area, between 

1950 and 1965, the influx of capital attribute~ to pr~vate investment 

was 9,000 million U.S. dollars. As against this, ·11 ,300 million 

(1)Cooperation et Nouvel Ordre Economique : Afrique Nouvelle 
Dececibre 1977 (Special) p ~ 33 to 36. 
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U.S. dollars were transfe'red from Latin America to United States,(1) 

These figures speak for themselves. 

Cooperation with a view to promoting development should 

necessarily take ihto consider~tion thepresent international economic 

order and the defihition of ways and means with a view.to setting up 

a more righteous and equitable one. The observation of the mechanism 
\ 

which guides the functioning of the present order leads us to the 

following conduisions : 

1) there is a link of casuality between the growth of 

the industrialised countries and the under-development 
. ~. . 

of the count~ies of theperiphery, 

2) ttepreserit order favoUrs certain countries to the 

detriment of otherss 

3) any change in the interests and objectives of the 

powers responsible for a given order also changes 

this order •. 

To take into consideration these thre,-; points in the 

quest for a new international econooic order is to struggle in favour 

of the attitude and the new behaviour within the developing countries, 

and at the same time to define the new basis of real cooperation 

among the developing countries theoselves, on the one hand, and with · · 

the industri::l.lised countries, on the other. vle have thus to remember·: 

.. 

( 1) Afrique Nouvelle% December 1.'177 p. 32 ·to 36. 
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1) that any change in the present order is subject to 

necessary modification in the developing countries of the entire 

p~wer structure which ~ubordinates 'them to the industrialised 

countries. The unjust agreenents signed botweeri certain developing 

countries and developed countries reflect, more· or less, the 

collision· of multiple cind multifarious interests which are not 

necessarily those·of the masses of the signatory countries. 

The first condition of ·a new order is the full and total 

exercise of national sovereignty, national management of resources 

and production .capacity. 

2) the existing order by virtue of its texture serves the 

objectives and interests of dapitalist enterprises of the countries 

of the centre, be they private or state-owned, to the detriment of 

thepoorer countries. 

With national sovereignty having been confirmed and 

fully assured, the second .condition of a new order will be the 
~~· 

establishment of links, which will~qualitatively different, with 

countries of the centre.oThis second condition, in order to be valid, 

should base itself on thefollowing points : 

- the need for rhe developing countries to rely on their 

own forces and creative capacities, 

- the upsetting of the main axes following which the 

present exchanges are arranged by substituting for the vertical 

relationship of the present North•So~th .with horizontal rapport 



which will enable many countries of the p:eriphery to coordinate their 

· efforts in the framework of a collective "self-reliance'i. 

The DAG HAMMARSKJOLD report of 1975, prepared during the 

seventh extraordinary session of the U.N.0. 9 proposed five big fields 

in which cooperation between certairt groups of the Third World 

countries cohld be aChieved today and would be fully profitable in 

the short and long term: (1) 

.· 1) coordination of i.ndust±'ial and agricultural develop

ment policies with a view to assuring economic equilibrium and 

production, tho :local trade exchanges representing one of the necessary 

means to obtain these results. The setting up, in direct contact with 

production, of pint or coordinate enterprises in fields su~h as 

transpor~, commerce and advisory burea~ to contribute to harmonious 

development of production and to reduce dependence on trans-national 

companies in trade, transport and know-how; 

2) strengthening of the autonomous financial capacity of 

the Third World countries by organising circuits, financed and 

controlled by the Third VJorld for the transfer of resources; 

3)progressive achievdment of a Third World monetary system; 

4) improvement of technical capacities by innovation, 

creation, adaptation and utilisation of necessary knowledge to reduce 

the very heavy and omnipresent dependence of the Third World countries 

on knowledge, whose origins and contents are foreign; 

( 1) !!:Afrique Nouvelle" Special December 1977 p. 32 to 36. 
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5) .. strengthening of autonomous circuits of communication 

between the Third World countries and in their relations with the 

industrial countries for epe.cific exchange of inforLJ.ation and ~r 

promotion of new forms of co~unication, of a new life style of 

cultural cooperation 

The Dag Hammarskjold Report brings out three 'large sectors 

which are the joint capacity of the Third World countries as exporte•~ 

importers and "hosts" of transnational companies. 

In order to obtain balanced and equitable agreements, the 

producing countries of the Third World should organise themselves 

quickly. An organisation directed to such ends will enable them to, 

if need be, take unilateral decisions. They will be vigilant, on the 

other hand, to sot up either at the nati'onal or regional level of the 

Third World a mechanism for price identification, iBdentification of 

quanti tiee SUld market .potential independently of transnational 

companies, and to enable control of prices uded among the units of 

the companies. 'rhey will also be careful to define and create adequate 

transport networks, finance systems and trade policies. 

The cor::unon power Qf the Third vJorld countries as importears 

of the industrialised countries should be fully exploited. 

If we keep in mind that . in 1973, the Third vJorld 

countries imported nearly 70 million U.S. dollars worth from 

O.E.C~D~ countries, and that the annual progression o:f;· these :i,mpo:rts 

·was 10% during the last decade, it also becomes peremptory to set up 

an association of the Third World countries, with a view to using 

their buying power in common. 
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'Here 9 the Third Vlorld countries have also the duty to 
~/ 

strenthen thei~ nego~iation power in their relations with 

transnational companies. 

Basically, it is important for the Third World countries 

to know how to fix arid r~spect a whole lot of national objectives, in 

which foreigri..firms -~ill have to operate and negotiate special 
. _> ; 

agreenents within tlB framework thus c:i:'oated. 

the Report 

The following coonon activities aro also suggested by 

- collection and analysis of statistics which are ea~ily 

accessible to the transnational companies but rarely to 

the Third World countries; 

- setting up in common of rulesanddirections, enabling not 

only to get the best out of the existing technical 

capacities at the- n2tional level, blit to prevent the 

transnational companies f~om ptittihg one botintry against 

another; 

.... creation of mechanisms of DUi;ual technical assistance, 

(by exchange or by means of a common institution~ in 

order to radically improve the knowledge, experience 

and the technical capacities of firns in charge of 

~egotiations with transnational companies. 

T11e -rhira. w·orld countries' partictil3.1'1y those of 1~rica 

w~nt through the bitte!' e.Xl'm'Gtnce of cooperation, which 
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~many cases was only a simple technical grafting, a simple one-way 

large-scale borrowing of unad2pted technology. The results of such 

cooperation are new forms of dependence and alienation of all needs. 

A cooperation which JB~ds to such disaster cannot clain to be one. 

Cooperation should contribute in the first place to the development 

of those who' wanted it and who set it up. It should consequently 
' 

follow cettain principles 

- respect of sovereignty of each of the parid.es, ·of the 

personality of each partner. 

- safeguard of mutual interests on the basis of 

reciprocity and equality. 

- consciousness that each party has something to learn 

from the other in fields where each one has had some' 

success or failure. 

The oil crisis and the international economic upheavals 

that went with it will at least have thrown up a certain nuober of 

objectives and fundamental data on the relations between the Third 

World and the industrialised countries, and henceforth any policy for 

eoopero.tion between then will have to be assessed in the light of the 

key concept of inter,lependence. 

The industrialised worl<l, and the EEC in particular, 

depends on the developing countries in two main fields., 
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-Most of the miner'J.ls (oil, phosphates, iron 7 bauxites,etc) 

and agricultural p:foducts (coffee 9 cocoa 9 citrus frtiit, textile fibres, 

etc. )f£uropean i~dustries use, come fron the d.e-Jeio:Pitg countries and 

Europe must have a reliable, guarantee supply if it is to avoid 

crisis and shortage. 

- The barkets in the developing countries, particulJ.rly in 

the_oore advanced ones, provide increasingly important outle~for 

European industrial products (factories, plant, railways, vehicles; 

etc•) am.ensure full eoploy6ent for the Eu~~pean workers and 

factories. 

The developing countries, for their part, depend on the 

industrialised world to get their developoent process going or keep· 

it raoving 

- The developing countries are still mostly exporting raw 

raaterials to industries in the developed countries and their export 

are vital to then. 

- The oost aclv'lnced of the cleveloping countries have 

embarked upon a process of industrialisation and intensive i~estoent •. 

The technology nnd. thelmow-how they need so Lmch are currently in the 
.. ,. 

hands of the industrialised countries, where they will be able to 

narket their finished goods. 

- Most developing countries, froo the richest to tla:poorest 

need more capital in appropriate forms and here again they are largely. 
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dependent· on the rleveloped world. The EEC provides alr:1ost 50% of the 

official de'veloprnent aid granted by menbers. of the OECD Is Devc.:lopment 

Assistance Committee. 

Two objections can be raised 

- The developing countries have made considerable profits 

out Of the COID.IJ.odity price increaSeS which they forbes Upon the 

industrialised corld, thereby s.riously weakening it~ Financial aid 

is perhaps neither necessary nor possible 

- In the face of producers' cartels, intimidation and 

unilateral decisions, it would be better to take a firm stand than 

to strengthen cooperation which only goes in one direction. 

Economically speaking, certain developing countr~es have 

become more rich, or virtually so. But they are few. 1.rhe Sahel 

countries, India and Pakistan have made nothing out of the oil crisis. 

In f~ct, quite the opposite, they have had to suffer the consequences 

and could put up no possible defence. The products they must have, 

oil, fertilizers and food, have uhdergone considerabl~ price rises, 

but their export earnings have not been much affected by the world 

price surge. One thousand million people in the T'hird vforld are thus 

in a sort of financial straits that preclude all developm.ent and their 

real resources (i.e. taking population incr~ases into account) are 

dwindling. '£he need for financial aid rc·mains enoro.ous and far 

outstrips the nonetheless sub.stantial amounts provided so fa.r· •. A~d 

must therefore be s-tepped up~ All resources, including those of the 

developing countries with large financial surpluses,oust be mobilised. 
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Can Europe afford confrontation with the Third World? 

EEC Official developm,;ft. Aid (Net_ payments tn 1975) 
-- - - ------ ----- ---------,----------- ----·-··-------- ----------------- --··--------, 

------------------~~~-ral Ajl) -~ 'Multilatc.ral A1r! (Srnillion) j Total ! Total Aid l 
! , '· (S miilio,~t ~--::··---------·-:-·-------r---· -----·-:--------~ Aiel· as% of 

!
'. :. Non-Community ! Community ; Total 1 :: ·" GNP 

l ,;. . . ' (A) ' (B) I (C) : (B+C) : (A+B+C). ·:. l 
·. ~~-er_m_a_n_y _______ -- ----- 7 ;.c ..... --~-1-~~~;-----,-c------·;;;-~----' 230.4 ----

1

-- . -;,;7-;-;---~-~~~ 8 -l~-~.40 --: 

Belgium 251.8 74.8 f>10 125.8 ( 3776. I . 0.59 
1 

Denmark· 
France 
Italy 

Netherlands 

1 i 0.8 fl7.1 . 74 94.5 I :~OS,3 I . 0.58 
1 788.7 1124 189.8 302.2 I 2 o9o.9 I 062 

ss.s 37.3 Rli.2 173.5 1s2.3 I 0.11 
'•;o' 

365.1 1 n. 7 c6. 1 238.8 603 9 
-: United Kingdo111 56t) 5 255.5 41.4 29t'i ~' fl(i34 

0.75 
0.37 I 

I . i 

: TOTAC EEC (1) 
·.~-----· ______ , ____ ------------- .... ---

i 
! 

- --~---

4 302.6 

. ; United States 
·,:.· t 

2 941 0 
. t------- -------------- .. ·----·--· -- . - .... ------ -r-- ---
i TOTAL DAC COUNTRIES 9 81!'1.5 

1 037.3 
···-· -- f------· 

i 
. .....•. -------···----- ----·-----··· 

l 

672 .. 3 
; 

··------~--~---

' ! 

6 !J\ 2.2 • o.45 ~ 1 

---~-.:..__ .... ._ __ ·--····--l. __ ---------:-i 

-i-~6-l) ~-+·. 4 00?~.0-~-- ~ ~~--J 
_3769.6 ! 13585.1 036 I 

1 709.6 

t------, ........................ - ... --------'--- . 
J Socialist bloc , 

.. L_., __ ... - --------1 

. l:JO.O , OOG(21 l 

\.\"\' 
·-- --- --------- ! ------- .,....-- ---~." ---------;- ··--:-t------

: -~~,z-~:~~~~~-- --- -------------. i- --; ~~;·;·----: ------------ -- .. 

' ·----------·----- ----· ___________________ :.._ __________ - : ... ·····---- --------------

------ ----- --;---·-;-- ;, .. -· ,;:-._..;~-- ~--- .. -------------.J 
ss~;-;--;·74so' i. 135(31! 

-------- .i-------~--- -------- ---- -- -- -- -~.:........- -- -- ______ {. _______________ J 
·' 

(i) Excep! Ireland <H•d Lu)'r~rnhourg, for wh1ch comparat•le dvi,1 dre not ave:Hii-ible. 

'I 
(::)China a:1r! USSR only. These cour11118S prr,vtc~i: rri.l1nly !Ji:rdu;ll ;:11 d 
!11 1.5orxj exclud.ng N•u~;rta. . ~ 

'l 
----'0~ ; Source. DAC; OECD 

·~~-::-.:... _,; ... cc···-:.:,cnwT,, .. ~z,.. ~~ -~.· --·'-.~~ .. 

~ . in coo;.ra:i:~·:i:-~~~Thir~ ~~,,;--- t:: ; , :'. r 
'C~" '·;~~t:c :-cf~ .:~ .T~~'~::wers r -.. ""'"'"' Coopec;<io~·----- Fo.od Aid / ,::] 

J . PoVI(er$ .. : -:::-r Exc~-:i~-e--. -. -~··· . r~~~~plem~~~-;:~~~- Membe;lcomp~;:~--~-ower~ ~of Member .. j 
( ; 1 _ :1 · ' i States I States J 
lJ· r- - ~-ri---- -,_. -~- At _) ___________________ ·---· -__ -_. ,-1. . _) 

~- , Act1on -:;:::. trade. provisions of Lome. convelil- i ·- fmanc1-al. wovislons of Lome Con- i - involves .. ,.·,. '· .: )~' · · J. 
·.:· .! ./- tion (free access) I vent1on i • cereals ····:"'·; '~ · -! '· 

·~ ! 
·,. 

·-:-.trade ProviSions irr~~ag·r .. eements EFD: 3 000 mtlhon EUA i • milk powder . :<. -...:c 
~ vvith . Mashreq, Maghreb. and Israel i EIB : 399 milhon EUA II . butteroil 

.•. ~::' (usually' free access) · \ (period 1976/80) - covers all development 

. __ Community GSP _:_ financial provisions in agreements in need of food aid 

Wl
.th with Mashreq, Maghreb & Israel ! 

· - simple trade agreements 
developing countries EIB: 342 million s.~A (7 countnes) 

Community: 297 million EUA 

- trade promotion schemes 

_; .. ·· 7 • .'-.• 

--'-·emergency fund 
EEC :. 292 million EUA . . . 

Member States: 430 m EUA 
(in 1974/75) 

i 

I -:~ financial .. cooperatio~ with other I 
qevelopiqg countries 
20 million EUA in 1976 ·,- I 
45 million in 1977 (torecastL 1!. 

·:...... export , promotion and . regional _ _.~,~---- I 
.-: ~~- .' j 

coor)er.ation · 
3 5 ~ill ion EUA in 1976 ·· 
5.4 million EUA in Hi77 (forecast) 

.\~ ... -
i.' _w. t ·~ 

.. ,.·· ... 

.· u.. 
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· "·Our countries of Europe have been tireless in seeking 

the extra space, markets and su:Pplies - spices yesterday and connodities 
. -

today - they need ove_rseas. The situation can be sunned up in figures: 

the EEC accounts for more _than 25% of world trade (exclusive of intra

Cornnuni ty trade) f as against 14% for the US and 4% for the USSR, and 

our survival depends on this trade being maintained and harmoniously 
'. 

regulated in time~ Although the large countries of the world could, 

without much risk to their economies, afford the sort of·confrontationiT 

which would putah iron curtain between North and South (1)~· we in 

Europe know that our econo:t:t]_es would riot resist'i. (Claude Cheysson) 

New factors hg,ve appeared in +he world econorllic and 

political order 9 at the levei both of the great powers and of the 

developing countries. The recent econooic upheavals a~d themajor 

inturnational diScussions have oade the developing countries~ealise 
that they now have an opportunity to become partners in the world 

economy, whereas hitherto they have only catered to ·the grovrth of the 

industrialised world. 

Great changes will soon cone about in' the international, 

industrial, cotmlercial an.:'\ finacial structure of North/South relations. 

The aim of the EEC's coopPrationwlicy is to predict and organise such 

changes so as not to be taken by surprise. 

(1): It would be oore co~cct to suy bat:,;cen .Jest. and South, s:lnce 11tho 
socialist bloc is absent from the field of cooperation: its aid to 
·~levclopr_ient is tdnir.'ril, itJ 7h:ird \¥·orld trJ.clo is 5j& as against 20% 
for the USA and 40% for the EEC. Ahd yet so'me problems, especially 

'}' ... . 

concerning ravl rna terials, :Can bnly bo solved .with the part icip:.~. tion 
of tho socialist bloc countries. They must be .brought into the 
dialogue" { Cheysson).. · 
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The increasing interdependence between North and South 

is the foundation of the EEC 1 s global policy of cooperation with the 

Third World. This policy requires financial means, although financial 

aid is but mne aspect of the development policy. 

A cooperation policy also includes a series of r.1easures 

to ensure for the · dc-v-cl':l!Jirl.g:..countries a growth in incone from their 

own resources. Their export earnings BUSt be guarahteed against 

excessive price fluctuation, tho.ir purchasing pov1er must be oaintained 

they must process more basic products on the spot so as to push up 

export values, they !mist have the freest possible access to the markets 

of the industrialisea countries, they nust have easier and cheaper 

access .to technology and induatrial know-how ahd the transfer of 

industries to their territories must be speeded up. This is where a 

global cooperation policy with the Third lrlorld must take account of the 

consequences o:I these actions on the Buropean economies themselves. 

As long as the cooperation policy amounted to no more 

than financial aid it could be regarded as marginal. 

But once the cooperationrffiicy starts to guarantee export 

earnings (the Stabex), guarantee purchases at fixed prices (agreement 

on ACP sugar) and open the doors of technology and industry to the 

developing world (industrial 0ooperation eee~ePatioft with the ACP and 

Maghreb countries), the international division of labour is involved. 

Community firms and conmunity workers are directly concerned and a t 

global policy for cooperation with the Third World cannot make headway 

unless more attention is given to the internal consequences for the 

Community economy. 
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The European economy is involved at the level of both 

industry and agriculture, vvhich means that the employrnen t and incomes 

of European workers are also involved. 

- The European Co1~nunity encourages industrial development 

in the ACP and the southern Mediterranean countries and in developing 

countries the world over, vThen it iL1pleDents its GSP (reduced customs 

duties for processed products imported from the developpng countries), 

.and when it is financing or helping in the acquisition of industrial 

technology and facilitating the transfer of industries. The 

Mediterranean countries and, :Ln the longer term, , the ACP 1 s too will 

soon be in a position to corapete .with the Colllii1unity countries in 

industry. 

- The Coi1IDuni ty is adopting the same procedure in the 

agricul turai sector. It is opening the markets to agricultural 

products from the Mediterranean and Africa and it is financing 

productive projects. But, at the same time; producers in the south 

of the dormnunity are worried about such direct competition. 

11 I.et us look at agriculture for a moment, since farmers in 

the south of France and Italy rightly fear imports of certain 

products f;-·om the Magreb and their claims must be treated justly and 

fairly.Look at the considerable market in food and agriculture 

represented by the Euro-Arab world. Look at the impressive volume of 

these products which we import from countries outside our joint zone. 

You will see, first v-Tith astonishment, and then with hope, that we 

ourselves could develop many of these products that now come from 
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, 
aroUnd the Mediterranean and that, if we face our problems together, 

the field of development is enormous, even in the sectors that seem 

the most difficult today'! ( CheyssoJ;l).. 

In exchange for opening its economic territory to certain 

aspects of the Third 'World development, the Community will have the 

benefit of a.further opening to a considerStble economic territory 

which it currently lacks,since, unlike the US and the USSR, the 

Community does not have enough supplies, markets, natural goods 

(open space, for example) to ensure its future. Hence the need to 
~~ 

cooperate with the ':Chird \tlorld ~ the ACP states 
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CHL'J'TER II 

THE' ioME C.oNVENT ION PRRSENT.ATION 
. ~- : 

------:rr-----------~----

TilE EUROPEAN 
C0~1MUNITY 

BELGIUM 
DENMARK 
FRANCE 
GERMANY 
(Federal. Rep.) 
IRELAND 
ITALY 
LUXEMBOURG 
NETHERLANDS 
UNITED KINGDOM 

"' 

\ 
\ 

BAHAMAS 
BARBADOS 
BE-l\( IN 
BOTSWANA 
BURUNDI 
CAMEROON . . 
CENTRAL AFRICAN 

REP. 
CHAD 
CONGO 
EQUATORIAL GUINEA 
ETHIOPIA 
FIJI 
GABON 
GAMBIA 
GHANA 

THE ACP STATES 

GRENADA 
GUINEA 
GUINEA- BISSAU 
GUYAr~A 

IVORY COAST 
JAMAICA 
KENYA. 
LESOTHO t. 

LIBE.RIA 
MADAGASCAR 
MALAWI 
MALl 
MAURITANIA 
MA!JRITIUS 
NIGER 
NIGERIA 

RWANDA 
SENEGAL 
SIERRA LEONE 
SOMALIA 
SUDAN 
SWAZILAND 
TANZANIA' 
TOGO' 
TOMGA ~,.. 

TRINIDAD and TOBAGO 
UGANDA 
UPPER VOLTA 
WESTERN SAMOA 
ZAIRE 
ZAMSIA 



July 1973 
1 February 1975 
28 February 1 975 
1 July 1975· 

1 April 1976 
May 1976 

1 -3 June 1976 

8 July 1976 
14-15 July 1976 

July~. September 1976 

20 October 1976 

20 December 1976 

28 March 1977 

13-14 April 1977 

8-10 June 1977 

1 March 198.0 
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IMPORTANT DATES 

-
Qpening of ACP~EEC negotiations 
Conclusion of negotiations 
Sienature of the Lome Convention· 
Advance entry into force of the prQvisions 
on trade 

/Entry into force of the Convention 
First European Development Fund Financing 
decisions under the Lome Convention 
Consti tu(Jnt meeting of the ACP-EEC 
Consultative Assembly (Luxembourg) 

First transfer decisions under Stabex 
First meeting of the ACP-EEC Council of 
Ministers (Brussels) 
Comoros, Seychelles and Surinam accede ,to 
the Convention 

Meeting of the Presidents of the ACP and EEC 
Councils (Brussels) · 

First meeting of the Committee on Industrial 
Cooperation, establishment of the Centre for 
Industrial Development 

Signature of the Acts of Accession to the 
Convention by the Republic of Cape Verde, 
the Democratic Republic of Sao Tome and 
Principe and Papua New Guinea 

Second meeting of the ACP~EEC Council of 
Ministers (Fiji) 

Second meeting of the ACP-EEC Consultative 
Assembly 

Copyention expires. 
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Dates of the Convention 

. 

' 

-
~egotiations opened July 1962 December 19, 1968 July 25, 1973 

. 
r '. 

/ 

Convention text December 20,1962 June 28, 1969 
~greed. 

-
\ I - " 

Signature July 20, 1963 July 29, 1969 February 1 ' 
1975. 

Entry into force June 1, 1964 January 1,1 971 February .48, 
1975 

B:xpiration date 5 years after January 31 , 1975 Narch 1 , 1980 
coming. into 1 ) 
force 

' 

(1) Will come after ratifications now in progress. 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Stable, Black Africa was nearly forgotten as "destabilised"; 

today, it takes back an important place in the big game of international 

confrontations. Africa is not only a strategical map, but also a great 

economic, factor in the world equilibrium. The privileged relations 

with Europe, notably with France, have made it one of t~e factors of 

Septentrioha.l power and prosperity. The contra.±'y- is also true and 

Europe contributes to Africa~s much as it benefits from it. This was 

the desire expressed by Valey Giscard d'Estaing during the advent 

of the new Republic of Djibouti, when he stated 

" I vvish that one day, complementa!r~between Europe and 

Africa will show itself with•an outburst, in a pact of solidarity. 

Thus Africa could avoid becoming the stake of external confrontation 

and being le~ to a disastrous arms race" Isn't the retake for Europe 

symm-etrical? 

In the beginning, there was "black-slave traffic", then 

came exploiters and mission~ries; decolonisation with it~~s and downs 

followed, with the hope of a paternal manipulation and pursuit of 

exploitation of the "inter-land" of Europe; and finally, since 1975, 

w_as established the "new model of relations", with the Lome 

Convention. In a fev1 words, this is the history of the Euro-African 

exchanges since 1600. Africa (if we exclude its septentrionai part) 

officially enjoys an equal status with Europe. 
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But, African public opinion, which feels that political 

and economic problems are far from being solved, is not satisfied. 

And just as· Europe had ambitions previously in Africa, now Africa nas 

designs in· Europe. This ambi~ion is circumscribed by its European 

partners in the context of the bilateral agreements and conventions 

and the best living example is given to us by what can be considered 

as a real pact between Europe and the Third World, that is the Lome 

Convention. 

By this Convention, we can say that Euro-African 

association·has turned a new page in its history. The Yaounde 

Convention, signed in July~ 1969 and linking the six members of the 

Common Market and 19 African states and :tv'fadagascar associates (E.AMA), 
I 

expired on 31 January, 1975. It was replaced by the Lome Convention, 

new agreements of cooperation between nine European countries· and 46 

independent states of Africa, (1), West Indies and Pacific totalling 

508 million people. 

The Lome Convention provided for special relations between 

the EEC on the one hand and the still dependent countries and 

territories oversPas on the other hand. 

With the accession to Independence between 1960 and 1962 

of 18 African countries and Madagascar, the first Yaounde Convention 

was signed, which came into effect on 1st June 1964, for a period~ 

of 5 years. The Second convention was signed on 29th July,1969, and 
• 

(1) Actually the ACP states are 53 in mumber. 
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came into effect on 1st January, 1971, for 4 years. After the opening 

of negotiations in 1970, between Great Britain and the EEC, Mauritius 

.wanted to be part of the Convention of Yaounde without delay. This 

accession took place on 30th June, 1973. 

On the other hand, ever since 1963, the Six Community 

members adopted a statement,published ceremoniously in Yaounde on 

29th July, 1963, confirming the opening of the Community to any request 

by any Third World country with an economic structure comparable to 

that of the EAMA and directed either towards accession to the 

Convention of Yaounde, or any other type of association or trade 

agreements. This is how ~n agreement of association was signed in 1966 

with Nigeria, but this agreement was never enforced due to lack of 

ratification. 0 the contrary, after many ups and downs, an agreement ,., 
·of associ~tion was signed in Al:-usha on 24th September 1969, with the 

East African States (Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania), This agreement came 

into effect at the same time as Yaounde II, and also due to.expire. 

on 31st January, 1975. This agreement mainly conce:tm.ed the rule of· 

exchanges ~ it did not contain anY provision in terms of financial 

and technical cooperation. 

Negotiations for membership with the candidate countries 

had to lead to the adoption of the protocol "22" joined to the 

membership acts, based on whibh the community offered 20 Commonwealth 

members in Africa, West Indies and the PQcific thepossibility of 

negotiating with it, organisation of their future relations in the 

in the context of either agreements of association or trade agreement.s. 
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Th::Ls protocol guaranteed, besides the continuation of the advantages 

acquired by the EAMA 9 equal treatment to the new associates. Finally, 

it stressed that the Community 11will have at heart" -the safeguard 

of the interests of all the countries (concerned) and whose economy 

depends to a great extent on export of basic products, notably sugar. 

From its side, the Commission, in it3;mem6randum of April 

1973, laid down the basic characteristics of a model of an agreement 

likely to satisfy the preoccupations of all the concerned countries. 

In many cases, these orientations are again found in the agreement 

which has just been signed, notably concerning the basic innovation 

represented by the mechanism of stabilisation of export returns 

(Stabex), insistance on regional cooperation, special efforts made 

in favour of the less advanced countries, the strengthening of 

participation of States in management -of activities of financial and 

technical cooperation. 

'rhe ~egotiationslere ceremoniously opened on 25th and . 

26th July, 1973 at B~~ssels; the dec~sion about starting discussions 

was, in fact, made by the Ministerial Conference of 17th and 18th 

October, 1973. This conference enabled all the countries invited to 

participate in the negotiations, Further e'volution led to a remarkable 
. . . 

cohesion of the ACP group, which, insplte of the difficulty to ' 

coordinate the viewpoints of a group·of countries so vast and diversi 

diversified, managed to exp+ess themselves right through the 

negotiations with one voice only while facing the Community~ 
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After months of negotiations in Bru~sels, at the level of 

plenipotentiaries 9 the Ministerial Conference of Kingston marked 

a basic stage by not only enabling the signing of the first agreements 
. . 

of principle at thepolitical level, but also by consolidating the 

will power to sueceed. 

The first IVI:i.ni'sterial Conference from 13 to 15 .January, 

1975 9 did not succeed. 11'he agreement vras finally signed on 1st 

F~bruary, 1975, ending one of the most complicated negotiations ever 

conducted by the Corrirrrunity. 

The succession of agreements defining the relations 

between the European Community and onepart of the Third World shows 

evidently that the action of the Community during the first few ~ears 

was inspired by the necessity of solving theproblems arising out of the 

setting up of the Common Market. This pragmation about the manner of 

proce&din~xplains why the succession of agreements did not consti tti.te . 

notes that "in these conditions, due to inabiiity to define right 

away the general policy of the Community, vis a vis the developing 

countries, the Community was forced to live with elements of a pol!..pY 

of cooperation". SincG then, notably in favour of enlargement of the 
' 

Europe of SiZ 9 the Community undertook the elaboration of a global 

policy of development •. This 11 cooperation for development is 

q_haracterised by a complementarity bwtween a.regional dimension with 

a high degree of cooperation anO. an international dimension with 

~. Iriu.ch lesser de&ee". At the summit conference of Octobe:r 1972 

in Paris, Heads of State or Government de.cided to conduct a real 
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international policy of development9 complementary to the main action 

which remained regional. By assigning to the Community and th'e riembeF;_ 

states the task of progressing simultaneously on two paths-pursuit 

and development of cooperation in a regional sphere, and the creation 

of a global policy on an international sca1e, it showed that hereafter 

opposition bet·ween the regionalists and the internationalists was done 

away with. 

In a free ~ competition, Europe cannot enforce immediately 

expensive ;ideas and programmes on the entire Third World. It shouid 

wait for the industrialised countries to decide upon the type of 

action to be undertaken without the risk of endangering its 

competitivity. This is what Mr. Cheyssont member of the Commission 

of European Communities, noted : 

"···the European effort, which by necessity is limited, 

has a significant value if it is applied to 250 million A~~itants 

and to a ,smaller number of productions, whereas, it will be 

insignificant if it was extented to 2 billion inhabitants and to all 

the Third World production ••• " 

The Lome Convention concretises this regional appraoch 

in the cooperation for development :with a view to setting up a 

new international economic order~ 



The privileged position of the ACP States can be doubly 

justified 

1) Except for Ethi~ia and Liberia, all the ACP countries 

were one time or the other colonies· cf European States. Europe, having 

been a coloniser 7 thus feel.s a special obligation to help them by 

according priority in order to reach a level of development in 

conformity with their legitimate aspirations. Due to these historical 

links," European countries have better possibilities to contribute to 

the development of tbft.ACP countries. This is what is expressed by 

P. Yace 7 Chairman of the National Assembly of Ivory Coast, when he 

states : 

II . . . We have ~doubtedly links with ~uropean countries , 

at the economic and social levels 7 but above all at 

~cultural level ••• '' 

2) Economically 7 Africa is still the poorest continent of 

the world; 18 countries of theACP belong to the U.N. classification 

of the least developed countries_. 

Three characteristic elements of this Lome Convention draw 

our attention 

- . 
1) Multidimensional diversity of~_!CP countries : 

a) geographically The Lome Convention unites 37 

African countries,6 countries of 

the West Indies 7 and 3 countries of 

the Pacific. 
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b) demopr;aphically : between 15 micro--states each having 

less than one million inhabitants and Nigeria (between 60 to SO 

million inhabitants, acc,ord{ng- to the latest census); 

c) economically : betwwen a majority of the underdeveloped 

countries (with an income of less than 100 dollars per person) and at 

the other end, a small number of coUntries having an income of 800' 

dollars per person (Barbados, Trinidad and Tobago, Jamaica, Gabon); . 
also between Nigeria and Zaire (whose industrial capacity is 

remarkable) and the Pacific Islands • 

d) ]Olitically : between socialist states (guinea,Congo, 

Somalia) arid capitalist ones. 

e) linguisticall~ : between English speaking, French 

speaking and Portuguese speaking States. 

2) Maintenanc~ of acquisition of the Community 

By the Protocol of.22 (cf. signature of acts relative 

to membership to European Communities by United Kingdom, Ireland and 

Denmark), given to about twenty underdeveloped Commonwealth countries, 

the possibility of negotiations 1-ri th the EEC was opened. By dragging 

the Commonwealth countries along with it, the United Kingdom was in 

a position similar to that of France during the Rome Treaty. However, 

Great Britain had a double poli,cy for i t.s,x-colonies 

a) for about twenty countries of Africa, West Indies, 

Pacific, the benefits demanded . were the same as enjoyed by the EAMA, 

that is , mainly Association. 



b) Asian countries are excluded from this perspective. 

Protocol 22 offered the Commonwealth countries a choice 

between 3 formulae : 

Yaounde III - ah association of a special type 

- a preferential trade agreement 

- ho~preferential trade agreement 

This protocol gave a double orientation to the negotiations. 

The I!liniste~s commited themSelves to guarantee simu.itaheousiy the 

continuation c£ the p.dvan tages acquired by the E.AMA by virtue of the 

Yaounde Conventions and equal treatment to 'new associati!S if they so 

desired. An increase in the number of partners was thus not supposed 

to harm the advantages acquired- previously by the E.AMA •. The negotiations·· 

strived to save them in the el\oration of the new policy of cooperation. 

3) Enforcement of c.er.tain new principles of International 

Law of Development. 

The liberal economic doctrine which upholds international 

trade policies (particularly free exchange policy) and liberal 

international policy (eg~ principle of reciprocity and indiscrimination 

of General Agreement on Tariffs and ·rrade or GATT) arouses hestili ty 

among the underdeveloped countries. For these countries, inequality 

of development should be taken into consideration by International Law. 

All th~estahlishment norms in this field should- be vonsidered and a 
' ' 

privileged treatment given as compensation :for this inequality. 
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As .remarked by G. de Lachariere, 11 international law which is created 

under the influence of developing countries, is a compensatory law 

to ine9:uality 1 a law of.:etort to ineguality of economic develoJZment". 

Inequality ofdevelopment exists not only between rich and 

poor countries, but what is worse this action introduces sub-categories 

if we take into consideration relative inequalities within the Third 

World. This is the basis of international law of development. 

The ·Lome Convention, giving up the liberal principles-·· 

(free e~ohange, reciprocity, clause of the most privileged nation) 

of the Y~ounde Conventions, pu~forth.this international law of 

d~;velopment, creator of compensatDry inequalities, of differentiated 

regimes according to the e.conomio development of the States. 

The Lome Convention pra.etioally consists of the entire 

sum of instruments of cooperation for development. Tl:).e Convention 

was mol:]tly ins:pired py the Yaom1de agr.eements. The beginn:ipg of a new 

orga+lisation of economic relati0ns b'etween industrialised countries 

and the ~on-industrialised ones appeared in the main fields of the 

Lome Convention : commercial eooperation, financial and teohinical 

QOOJ.leration, ip.dustrial cooperation and management of cooperation. 

The Lome- Converttion is a historical event and a dec;i.~ive 

~tep towards cr new economic order. It sets an example for regional 

agreements between iridustr:i.C3.l.ised countries and develmping countries 

th~ol.+ghout the Worl<i. It iS independent of the separate aid and 

~oo~er,ation policies of the EEC countries. It is also more complete 
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and ambitious,· and introduce.s a number of new elements in the 

Community = Third World relations and irit o in t erna tiona \_J-ctw 

institutions 

Thus 

- The Lome Conven·hon recognises "de jure" in an inter

national treaty, the inequalities existing between the signatories 

(EEC,ACP) and between the ACP. States themselves. For example, the 

least developed ACP States were given special financial aid. 

- Through11 Stabex",, the system for stabilising ACP export 

earnings, the Lome Convention has introduced a sort of international 

social security scheme to protect countries which depend on sales of 

their agricultural products against bad years, and. compensate them 

for the instability resulting from theplay of free market forces. 

- In the case of su~ar-cane exports to the EEC from the 

ACP countries, thE? Lome .Gonventipn provides for a reorganisation of 

the market for a partioular commodity. It offers producer countries 

a minimum price indexed to the income of EUropean sugar-beet producers. 

This is major innovation. 

- To keep relations between the EEC and ACP on the right 

track, the Lome Convention has catered for permanent concertation 

through such general· institutions as ACP-EEC consultative Assembly of 

parliamentarians, the ACP-EEC Council of Minis·i;ers or through specific 

bodies such as the Centre of Industrial Development and the Committe 

for Industrial Cooperation. These in no way infringes the sovereignty 

of the Community partners in ruuning their own affairs. This appraach 

i$ ,th:e spiri_t of Declar9-tion on the inte;naiti.c:nCi.l eooJrJ.o~ ~qer 
A..~!(J_.A, ~.1 f\l,V\, ~~ ........ ' -\- ~~C..t-~\'/\1 \."VV 'M. .. o..... 0., '\"I • 
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DISCUSSIONS 

Discussions on the thirty reports presented were based on 

three topics : 

1) Bilaterism~ regionalism 9 internationalis of aid. 

2) Unequal exchange or guarantee system ? 
• 

3) Does the EEC have a global foreign policy? 

Discussions oh the first point dealt with -Ghe r~gio:p.al 

choice of the Community regarding aid and its limitations. This ehoice 

is mostly the heritage of the colonial past of the Co~l)llity members 

and is mainly practised in favour of the ACP countries. 

·It nevertheless has its limitations in the diversity of the 

states receiving aid, as also in the international economic 

implications of the past agreements (sugar in the Lome Convention) or 

geopolitics (cf. attitude of the Corr@unity during the N0rth-South 

· Conference). Complementarity of the community 1 s aid, with priyai;e 

support desired by some, was criticised by representatives of the 

develop~ countries as an implicit vehicle of a developing model, 

which the receiving countries had not chosen, just as the generalised 

system of preferences can be viewed as an instrument of implantatio~ 

of private enterprises, and food aid as an excrescence of the common 

food policy. 

The second topic attracted indictment of the persistence 

of the Lome agreements on unequal exchange compared to the .. · 
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Yaolinde agrements, notably concerning industrial cooperation, 

In studying the last topic, we have· to see how the 

Community interpellated by external events reacted~ October 1973 is 

a key date for Mr. J.P •. Colin, which will not be accepted at all 

-by the Arab representatives. The· limi.tations found by the Community 

in: its decision process, in the Rome Tz:eaty (art. 113, 115), in the 

limited coher.errce of the foreign policies of the member States do not 

prevent it from playing an important role in the difficult negotiations 

inspite of drawbacks (energy policy notably) for example, (Common Funds 

for Stabilisation of Products of STABEX). The discussions stress on the 

various demands made by countries of Asia, Latin America, associate 

countries to the Community, demands which cannot be satisfied e~cept 

in particular c~ses like that of China, under of granting diffused 

and inefficient aid. It is regrettable that since the 6th Session·of 

the U.N. General Assembly, the situation. '7f t~e Oormuni ty in the~ .·· · 

United Nations had not been reviewed, situations whose aspects are 

noteworthy ( Cheysson Fun4-- for example;. vote of the Charter of economic 

rights and duties of the States). 

These discussions highlighted by interventioh of 

representatives of the Commission, (on budgetisation of aid to Maghreb 

countries, which under-lines the overlapping of aid policies with 

commercial and monetary decisions, food aid, Stab ex, etc.), clearly 

show the "contradictions" of the member states of theCommunity and of 

the Third \rlorld. 
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Finally, the Convention signed at Lome on 28th February,· 

1975, covets seven main areas : 

A) Trade Cooperation 

This covers the trade arrangements (tariffs and non

tariff rules, rule$ of origin) between the ACP ahd the 

EEC and trade promotion of AOP products~ 

B) Stabilisation·of export earnings for the ACP States i$ 

guaranteed by the EEC through its Stabex system. 

C) The provisions concerning ACP sugar contain a 

dotnmitment for buying the EEC and for supplying by 

the ACP producer States specified quantities at 

guaranteed prices. 
/ 

d) The Industrial Cooperation provision aims at 

facilitating the industrialisation of the ACP States, 

in particular through the transfer and adaption of 

technology •. An EEC-:ltcP committee for industrial 

cooperation has been $St ·u~nd a joint centre for 

industrial development· is acting as a catalyst for 

investment in the Third World industry •. 
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E) Financial and technical cooperation : 3390 m.u.a. will 

be transferred from the EEC to the ACP States during the 5 year 

duration of the Convention, (up.to 1 ~3.1980 fo! f,inancial cooperation). 
. . . . 

As for finance for investment projects put forward by the ACP 

countries, the Lome Convention pro~ldes finahc~ fo~ regional 

cooperation covering two or more ACP countries, .·for corrunercial and 

industrial promotion, for small and medium sized firms and for 

locaol-projects. TmBuropean Development Fuhci also covers the 

Stabex system. Financial cooperation is. wide ranging and calls for 

close EEC-ACP collaboration. It includes speciat advantages for the 
' 

least developed, the landlocked and the island ACP countries. 

F) The provisions relating to establishment, services, 

payments and capital movements ensure non-discriminatory treatment 

of any AC~ companies, firms and nationals. 

E) 'rhe ACP-EEC institutions (Council of Ministers, 

Consultative Assembly enable the provisions adopted in the 

Lome Convention to managed jointly. 
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PresidenjG ·Leopold Sedar Senghor, outlining his concept 

trf a new world economic order in a spee· ch in 1977 at the Belgiu:tn 

Academy of Overseas Science in Brussels (1), stated : 

"··· The~ew economic order must be revolutionary. That 

means it must bring about a fundamental change in our idea of the 

future by comprehensively altering existing structures to rule out 

brutality, terror and anarchy ••. _ The future of mankind is at stake ••• 

Other people must be allowed to be different. The right to be different 

is the ri·:>ht to think, act and live on one's own account ••. The[ 

growth of trade "from theposition of equality" is in the long run a 

more effective basis thant. the present unequal trade relations, for 

the development of both sides ... since the industrial countries depend 

on the development of theThird World (2) for their economic recovery",. 

( 1) "Le Courrier 11 no.41, January, February 1977 

(2) The Third World provides about 90% of the industrial market 

economy countries supplies of non-ferrous metals, 80% of the 

oil and natural rubber they need, 50% of their raw cotton, 

vegetable oils and sugar •.• 



CHAPTER III 

ACP { EEC AsSOCIATION AS ~rHE 

FRJ\ME.WORK OF DEVELOPMENT ·FOR THE ACP STATES 

Today, the setting up of: g±-eat integrated economic 

organisations is one of the conditions indispensable to development. 

It is a basic requirement which few States can afford to neglect. lt 

is all the more important fof small States due to their small size 

and limited resources. Ori.ly big countries, providing vast local 

market and numerous potentialities which make up the basisfof their 

economic growth and progress, could ignore this condition if it 

became absoluteltY necessary~ 

In a world where power and competitions characterise 

international relations 9 only unity and organisation can allow a 

better distribution ofpower and of well-being within ~ of the 

less favoured States. 

Addressing members of the Overseas Press Association, 

Mr. Emilio Colombo, promoter and archi teet of the first Comrentiori. 

of Euro.African Association (Yaounde Convention), expressed almost 

the same view by asserting 

" •••• The new intern·::.tional economic order will remain 

a hollow expression, if the rich countries come in the way of the 

interests and legitimate exigencies of the developing countries·. The 

European Community's greatness is to have understood and to have put 

into facts a readjustment of relations between these two worlds.by the 

creation of an econom;;c super-structure at Lome ••• "(1) 
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If we are analysing the Euro-African relations under the, 

Lome Convention, that is to say, between the 9 European Countries and 

46 African countries (1) it is because the aim of this Convention. is 

tocreate relations of equality between thepartner countries. It is 

obvious that there are many exchanges (and investments) other than 

the direcy enforcement of the Convention 9 butLome represents new 

relations. It puts an end to the type of relations~odied by Yaounde I 

and II by which Europe gave Africa preferential treatment and aid. In 

exchange 9 Africa reserved its production and market for Europe. 

The r,ome Treaty was eventually negotiated betvJeen the 

biggest combination of European States ever known since Napolean and 

the group of ex-colonies of· Africa 9 Caribbean and Pacific 9 achieving 

a b~tter identity of views .than the Europeans. The African component 

won over the o:hers to such an extent that we can consider this act 

as a dialogue between Africa and Europe. 

We will sub-divide this Chapter into three sections : 

Section I : New partners of the Community 

Section:.II: Characteristics of the new Convention or the new 

instruments of development. 

Section III: Institutional framework. 

(1) 46 ACP States at'the time of signing the Convention. N0w they 

are 52 in number. 



SECTION I 

NEVJ PARTNERS OF THE COJ.VINU1HTY 

The 46 countries of Africa, c·aribbean and Pacific who 

signed the Convention are ~ 

a) 19 African States and Madagtcar~ signatories of the 

Yaounde Convention. 

b) 21 States belonging to the Comn1onwealth of which 

In Africa ~ Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania 

(Signatories of the Arusha Convention), Botswana, 

Gfl:mbia, Lesotho~ MalQ&.Y~N.iger.ia, Sierra-Leone, 

S1iva~iland, Zambia. 

In the Caribbean. : Barba(los, Guyana, Jamaica, Bahamas~ 

Grenada, Trinidad and Tobago. 

In the Pacific : Fiji, West Samoa, Tonga. 

c) 6 other African States ~ Ethi~ia, Guinea, Equatorial 

Guinea~ Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Sudan. 

The agreement provides for the adherence of any State 

whose economic and :production structures are comparable to those of 

the ACP States, under reserve of the assent of the Community and the 

ACP. The Community e:x::pressed the desire to extend the benefits to the 

Portuguese speaking African States. 
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The 46 countries, representing the whole of Black Africa 

~ independent at'the time of the signing ofthe Convention, represent 

a population of about 268 million inhabitants, mainly agrarian 

(78% in Africa). Of these countries, 18 are among the poorest in the 

world, according to the United Nation's criteria. This G.N.P. per 

head (1971 evaluation) is at 148 $ ($ 136 for Africa). 

For the ACP, on the whole, the Community represents the 

first trade partner because it absorbs (1970) 54% o£ their exp0rts and 

supplies 44% of their imports (for Africa only, respectively 60% and 

50%). . ~ 
~~o..xA.tc.-\vv:-~X;v~ g\ ~ ~\r( ~(/V'-~ ~ ~~ 

SECTION II \/...,._.,.l(..rv.w-~ o)( . ~CN-~W\.~ 
The new Convention, while in mind the experiments 

achieved in the framework of the pre-existent associations is marked 

not only by a considerable extension of its field of application and of 

its contents, but also took into cmnsideration the international 

economiC context under deep mutation, especially the aiversification 

which results out of the problems and needs of the Third World. Thus 

the beginnings of a new negotiation of economic relations between the 

industrialised and tn~~ndustrialised countries appear in the main 

fields of the Lome Conv.-ntion ~ trade cooperation, financial and 

technical cooperation 9 industrial cooperation, etc. 
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TRADE COOP~RATION 
million EUR ( 1 RUR=$ 1 • 2 ) • 

Total imports from ACP (cif) 

Total exports to ACP(fob) 

Trade balance 

1973 index=100 

Imports 

Exports 

1975 

8 159 

7 589 

- 569 

index 

125 

162 

mbht~~5 9 mo~t~~ 9 

5 822 6 802 

5 563 6 246 

- 258 - 556 

for 9 months 1975= 100 

100 117 

100 112 

In 1975 the EEC's exports to the ACP countries represented 6.6% of 

exports to all non-member countries. 
By way of comparison : 

all developing countries 

of which OPEC 

-non petroleum producing 

- Maghreb-Mashreq 
USA 

- State-trading countries 

= 36% 

= 15,3% 

= 6% 21% 

-· 6% 
= 10.8% 
= 10.8% 

The Community's philos<t>hy, in the matter of trade 

cooperation ~a}b always been 11 trade not aid" ( 1), which signifies in clear 

terms that it is more important to allow an under-developed country to 
I f. 

increase its production meant for export, than directly give it the 

same money. The Community has been trying to maintain this philolf.phy 

ever since 1958 by pursuing its systematic effort to help the EAMA 

(1) cfo C. Cheysson ~ 11 Europe 9 crisis and the Third World 11 in 
National Defenc~ 9 Paris 9 May 1974. 
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~0~~ 

and now the ACP to develop by buying as large a quantity as,.__ of their 

export products. 

. ., ~-' . 

,·:: : ... 

Foodstuffs 

Raw materials 

; 
Energy ,; 

Manufactured 
goods 

\ 
\. 

Foodstuffs 

Trade cooperation pursues a double objective 

a) to assure an increasing flow of ACP exports to the 

Community's market, 

b) to caution the ACP States against instability of export 

.~ .. - .- ~-: ~· 

STRUCTlJtlE.O~ EEC .extern~l trad~
by groups of. products 

... ~ -.- .. : ;':/ 

·: .. , ·.,""" '>- ' •• ~ 

· · In % of. total exports aruf imports 
' . ' 

··_Yalue 
(Eur'OOO m) . · 

4.1 

1.3 

.1.6 

7.9 

7.4% 
. ' 

··>..:Ft 
2.4% ~:1 

2.9% 

1975 

~ :. 
~ .. .. _, . 

.16.1%. 

'"" '(23.-% l* -~ ·~··. 
10.6% : 

- I 
1r. 

.. ' 
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A) Development of ACP e:x:ports in the Coil1Iflllilit_y 1 s Market. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF EXTRA~EEC EXPORTS BY GROUPS 

productS. ) 

,. 

---~ . .:.~ 

. -~- 1970 ... 
:.,.,.. 

\· ... ;. 

47.1' 
-"-: .. 

. -..... _ 

. -~ . ' 

.. , 
.. ·- .. ~· .. , 

:l 
''· ' 'i' 

14.2 

'.' Ea;-~~~~~~~~~~j____L_j_j_-LJ_j7.0lli 
ACf:il": ·. S-E . Med. East 

Asia Am. ::'Asia 

··-.;·· 
_,<:.._ 

·'·· 

.. Manufactured products · 
·;.·:...;.·_ 

62.3 
. ·_ ·; ·- _.,..~-... - ·--· 

: __ .··-~ 

. .-. , -r~ 

• 
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The Convention signed between the EAMA and the Community 

were.basically meant to measure exchanges between the partners. But 

this objective could not be fully achieved because the Community did 

not assure a satisfying fl.ow of E.AI"lA products. Tariff preferences 

given in the framework of the free.exchange zone did not produce the 

anticipated result$. 

For a better comprehension of the various stands taken 

during the negotiations between the ACP/EEC 9 1-te have to start from 

this premise. It wil enable us to note that the agreement signed 

between the ACP/EEC deals with the problem of exchanges from a 

new angle. 

a) EEC-EAMA ~ a failure. - . 

The JA..AMA were expecting a lot from the Corrnnunity as far as 
. 

exchanges were concerned, with the achievement of the free exchange 

zones. But, the result achieved was, a weak growth of exchanges and 

a diversification of outlets. Indeed from 1958 to 1971, EAMA exports 

increased from 896 million U.A. to 1638 million U.A; an annual growth 

of 6.2% 9 which less than that of exports of all the under-developed 

countries to the EEC : 7. 7% per year, ·during the same period. 

From 1958 to 1971 1 the EEC exports on EAJII[A markets 

increased from 668 million U.A. to 1401 million U.A. 1 a 6.5% per year 

rate of progression which is higher than that of the Community's 

exports to the whole of the under-developed countries, 5.7% per year. 
I . 
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The results are deceptive for- Ji!Iu.VLA. regarding the 

development of their exports towards the Community"-_ However, the 

association .has enabled. the l~AMA to initiate a process of geographical 

diversification of their exchanges. This appears to be absolutely 

logical due to the very fact that the agreement gave rise to new bond-a 

of all t~pes betvTeen the .E.Arv1A and the Community 9 except for France. 

Thus, it .is a change-over from a non-privileged situation to a 

privileged situation. However, EAMA exports to France declined and 

actually the advantages conceded by it to its ex-colonies dis~ppaared. 

(e.g. guarantees of prices and flow, preference). 

States, other than France, constitute markets still 

provided with a capacity of absorption open to a huge development. 

That is why the increase in EAMA exports to France is 3.1% yearly, 

to the EEC 6.2% and to Italy 12.6%. From 1958 to 1971, exports 

increased ·slowly to the ex-mother countries (France and Belgium), 

whereas they increased at a quicker pace, much higher than the 

average of the Community. to Holland, Germany and Italy. The French 

market which consumed 58.3% of EAJ:VIA exports to EEC in 1958 consumed 

only 38.2% in 1973. 

Diversification is also found in the increased EEC 

exports to the EAJ:VIA. The ex-motherlands have a relatively low rate 

of export, whereas Holland, Germany and Italy increased their sales 

' 

·at a much higher rate than the rest of the BEC. Due to these evolutions, 

France anithe Belgo-Luxemburg Economic Union guarantee only 60% and 
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11.3% of the Corrimunity's exports to the EJUVIA iri 1971 as against 

65.1% and 18.1% in 1958. On the other hand, the participation of 

other States 9 members of the Conn1mni ty' s exports, increased from 

4% to 6.2% for Holland, from 4.6% for Italy and 8.2% to 13% for the 

Federal Republic of Germany. These figures clearly show that since 

the creation of the EEC-E.AMA association, exchanges, particularly 

sales of associate countries in the CornmcntMark~t, have progressed 

slowly . 

The causes of this phenomenon are several : 

Specific obstables have added to the non-tariff obstacle$ 

which hit certain products without discrimination of origin 

(household taxes, sanitary rules, variable appropriations, control 

of nature products) • 

- 1) Insufficiency and degradation of preferences relating 

to tariffs given to the BM1A. 

- 2) VJeak competitiveness of the E.AMA. 

Certain Latin-American and Asi&~ countries compete 

advantageously with '~he :131-i.JYIA ins pi te of the tariff preferences. These 

countries have generally reached an advanced stage of development. 

A study carried out at he request of the Brussels CoiT'.rnission states 

that the EAMA are not competent for most of the products they export 

and run the risk of not being com(J!letent for a long time due to the 

difficulties which are particular to then ancl which are encountered 

at the- t!ee successive levels of production, internal comme:reialisat:ion 

and exte:Atal commercialisation. In .;iew ~f a sustained competition, 
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we see how difficult it will be to achieve rapid development of 

of these countries which are numbere.d among the least developed 

countries of the ·rhird -World .. 

b) vlhat does the Lome Convention contribute ? · 

The Lome rule differs from that of Yaounde. The doctrine 

of libsralism , considered to be an untouchable dogma, is nevertheless 

banished. The general rule of exchange does not contain reciprocity 

any longer. It ensures free 8,ccess to ACP exports on the Community 

market, thanks to a very open preferential system. Will the beneficial 

effemts of this system not be destroyed by the generali'sed preferences 

which the EBC offers to the Third World? 

1 ) R~v;j,._e~1:L9J_t,}}~ principle __2_f non-reciproc·;'-J.;z. 

This point I<Tas one of the most difficult ones during the 

discussions. It questions one of the attainments of Yaounde, namely, 

the princ=h.£J,.e q_f re2..t"R:t:Q...£tiY of trade advantages or inverse preferenc~r.s

What does it mean? Inverse preferences are often part of the framevmrk 

of special preferential treatment~ while extending thetrade links, 

which united the ex-colonial powers (France 9 Great Britain) to their 

dependent territories 9 led de facto or de jure to the creation of more 

·or less perfect free exchange zones. In most of the cases, industrial 

countries conc§de to their ex-colonies, special preferences and receive 

in re~ inverse p~ef~Ienc~. Some of them were in existence in the 

Commonwealth. framevrork but the most remarkable in . their scope and 

importance1were those enjoyed by the six European countries in the 
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E.AMA markets and which installed 19 free exchange zones between th8 

EEC and the EAMA. The principle of reciprocity was strongly criticjA~/ 

and eventually abandoned in relations between the industrialised 2Xl.r~:. 

under-developed countries. During the negotiations, the Community 

strangely defended this principle which gave an equally; represent::::~~.\.p\1\/ 

§Lnd stipulated character to the relations between the Community c.::·~-

ACP States. Politically speakingy the Community means " that recip::o~'J 

was indispensable to safeguard the agreement, a stipulated element 

~uaranteeing a durable character to it. To allow reciprocity was t8 

juHtify a permanent preferential rule for the ACP. To reject it we.,s 

to transform the-. agreement into a precarious system of unilateral 

action of trade advantages". 

Inverse preferences were strongly criticised by the 

Third-lrlorld countries and certain possible partners .Critic ism cam:; 

from the industrialised countries too, as also from the Third-'trlorlc1 

countries, Among the industrialised countries, the United States, 

fearing to be victim of inequalities of treatment due to this ty]?O o-t 
relations,denounced at the GATT meeting and on other occasions the 

incomp~ility of such conventions with classical rules of internat:i_o~ 
trade laws. They comp~ined of discrimination. But, in re~i ty, thi~" 

criticism has no basis. United States and Japanese exports have 

increased relatively at a much higher rate than that of the member ~t;:,> 

Under-developed countries. which do not benefit from tn"~·; 

preferences conceded by the EEC, have put forth the view that this 
• 
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policy was unlikely to solve the problem of under-development 

efficiently and globally.'This criticism leads us to a point which 

has already been dealt with in Paragraph I of Section I,Chapter IV, 

of our study. \lfe shall therefore not repeat it here. 

The Lome Convention introduced the principle of non-

. 't recJ_procl y_ of trade obligations. In itself, it is a basic innovatio~·., 

We know that the principle of reciprocity was introduced in positive 

law by G.A.T.T. in 1965, following a revision of the doctrine. 

The enforcement of the principle of non-reciprocity can 

be seen by a voluntary imbalance between the obligations of the 

Community and those of the ACP States. The Community's products will 

not have a privileged access to tbe.markets of the developing countries" 

J3_£,)~i_cl;ll]-y. the ACP States have preferential advantage.s from which the 

developed countries of the Community are excluded. 

il 
2) Arrangement of special preferences. 

The nine European countries conceded free entry, with 

customs tariff, to the Community's market for themost important 

products of the ACP States. In this context, in order to allow the 

ACP States to sustain competition, special priority was given to them 

vis-a-vis the rest of the vJorld in general and the Third-World in 

particular. 

The result of such an institution was to allow products 

originating in the ACP States 9 to accede to the Community's market, 
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with exemption of customs' tariff and taxes of equivalent effect.But 

this principle of free and unlimited access is not exte·nded to certain 

pr_oducts pertaining to common agricultural policy )e.g. citrus fruit, 

cereals 9 meat 9 cattle). Under this rule 9 all industrial exports and 

nearly 96% of ACP exports can nevertheless enter with customs tariff, 

without agricultural deductions. Even for the remaining 4% 9 the 

Community sometimes grants preferential treatment going up to tariff 

reductions upto 90%. This assures the ACP States a comfortable 

position·on the European market. 

The Lome Conventions provides two accompanying measures 

to its provisions ~ 

- ACP States are considered as a block. Products coming 

from these States will be considered to be original and will benefit 

from customs' tariff. This means that theCornmunity will not take into 

consideration the transformations which a product of an ACP State 

could undergo. 

- taking over of actions of trade promotion in f~vour of 

the ACP States 9 so as to facilitate their trade penetration into the 

markets of the 9 countries of the Community and other industrialised 

countries. 

Normally 9 these facilities should enable a better 

expansion of exports 9 notably for the ACP .States with limited capcity, 

than under the Yaounde rule. We have to recognise the fact that these 

advantages are limited by ~ . 
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- non-suppression of consumption taxes on certain 

tropical products. 

- Sharing of preferences by 46 countries instead of 

19, which obviously decreases theafect. 

- extension of the rule of generalised preferences. 

B) STABEX 

(System for Stabilisation of Export Earnings) 

The Lome Convention sets an example for regional 

agreements between industrialised countries and developing countries 

throughout the world. The Convention is independent of the 

separate aid and cooperation policie~ of the EEC countries. It is also 

a more comprehensive ambitious arrangement. It produces a number of 

new elements in the Community-Third World relations. 

Thus, the Lome Convention recognises 11 de jure 11
9 in an 

international treaty, the inequalities existing between the 

signatories (EE~ ACP) and between the ACP States themselves. For 

example 9 the least developed ACP States are given special fin&Ulcial ·• 

aid. Through STABEX 9 the system for stabilising ACP export earnings·, . 

the Lome Convention has introduced a sort of international social 

wecurity scheme to protect countries which depend on sales of their 

agricultural products against bad years and compensate them for the 

instability resulting from the play of free market forces~ 



·~1~~~~~::;;~~;;~~~::::~::7:£::~·' 
., ' ;:=:~ ·.... . '•' ,;.. . .; .. ·-:;.: :<·'·: ··~.~;;: ·:l' 

~~.;_. ~·.;..__:.~~~':"'",~.' .. :· . . .. ,. 
};,t .· ;;::i; ; - .. \ :' 
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""·,,._ .. -
·1. Pro~u~~ ';:. '· 

:Groundnut -~il _:·· '· · · 
Groundnut oilcake -- · 
Cotton,. not carded or.co_mbed _ 
Coconut oil 
Palm oil 
Sawn wood 
Sisal-
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STABEX (export receipts stabilisation system) is a sort of 

"insurance policy against bad years" • It originally covered the 46 

S~ates which signed the Lome Convention and concerned 29 products 

arranged in 12 groups : products made from groundnuts, cocoa, coffee, 

coconut, palm trees and palm nuts; hides and skins, wood products; 

tea, raw sisal and iron. ore. 

Iron ore was accepted as an exceptional case~ taking into 

consideration the leading role it plays in the exports of Mauritania 

and Liberia. But 9 generally 9 speaking, the Cornmun.ity is still against 

the admission of mineral products to benefit from this system c This 

stand considerably inconveniences countries like Zambia, . Zaire, 

Guyana, Gabon, Guinea, Jamaica. 

STABEX covers revenues from the export of these products 

when they represent more than 7,5% of the total export receipts of 

the· .country concerned. That is the u threshold of dependence". This 

threshold is reduced to 2.5% in the case of the least developed African, 

Caribbean and Pacific countries, also those which are landlocked or are 

islands, and others designated as least developed in the Lome Conventio:g,,· 

.~he second condition for the application of the scheme is 

that the EEC guarantees only receipts from exports to theCornmunity, 

and only if they are consumed or processed inEurope (thus ruling out:· 

re-expo~t). However, in the cases of Guinea-Bissau, Ethiopia, Rwanda, 

Burundi and Swaziland, which export so little to the Community that the 

scheme woul-d ~ave been,of no value to them, STABE:X applies to all their 

exports oJ the products concerned. 
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In order to carry out the compensatory financial transfer, 

the two thresholds of dependents and release should be- observed. 

"·Threshold of dependence that is, theproduct for which 

anACP State asks for stabilisation aid shou~d have represented during 

the year preceding each year of application at least 7.5% of export 

earnings of the total goods. Initially, the Community had asked fo+ 

the threshold to be fixed at 1 O%. 'rhis percentage is 5% for sisal; it 

falls to 2.5% for the least developped landlocked or insular ACP States. 

The latter provision which concerns 34 countries sho~s the negotiato~•s 

anxiety to rec::erve a special treatment to these States in this field 

(art.17 al.2). The thresholds of dependence are calculated every year 

in order to make the system dynamic and to relate it very closely to 

the e~onomic reality. 

11 Threshold of release 11 
: The second condition, in order to -..--

be able to make use of this system, is that the effective earnings of 

a year should be lower than thereference level. 

The Community wanted to fix this l·imit from an earning 

reduction of 20%~ theConven-Gion, under the ACP States' pressure, 

actually fixed it at 7..5% as a general rule, and at 2.5% for the 

least developed, enc~ved or insular States. 

So, the conditions which bring STABEX into play are 

clearly set out. For each product and for each ACP country, a 

11 reference level" is drawn up each year on the basis of export. 

receip~sJover ~he four preceding years. When the receipts.in any year 
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drop below this level by a certain percentage (cg,lled the 11 dependence 

{-\iceshold"), the country invol:ved calls on the Communi iy to pay it 

a sum corresponding to the difference. If all the conditions are 

fulfilled, the Community pays the country the 11 shortfall". The 

country will pay it back when its export receipts begin.to expand -

except in the case of the 34 least developed countries, which are 

exempted from repayment. 

Up to May 1977 9 35 convention covering STABEX payments: 

had been signed -vdth 21 ACP States for a total of .95.5 m units of 

account. 

At the mi~isterial Council in Fiji in April 1977, the 

following products v.rere added to the STABEX list : vanilla, cloves, 

pyrethrum, wool, mohairm gum arabic and ilang-ilang, while the 

following countries were accorded S'rABEX for exports in all directions-: 

W. Samoa, the Seychelles 9 the Qomores 9 Tonga and Lesotho. 

8) The Community and the ACP States agreed that the first 

year of application of the system for the stabilisation of export 

earnings 1,10uld be 1975. In July 1 976, barely three months after thEf 

coming into force of the Convention, 25- transfer agreements were signed 

signed involving 17 ACP countries. Another agreement \,vas signed 

with one more country (Mali) 9 bringing to total transfers for 1975 

to nearly 73 million 1-mita of account. 
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Though this was its first year of application, the nature of the 
protection offered by STABEX is already clearly illustr.ated : it is 

protection not. ·Only against export losse$ resulting from a 

deterioration in the economic situation - in this case a fall in 

demand - but also against losses caused by a dtbp in production 

attributable to circumstances or natural disasters ~ 68% of transfers 

in the first case, 32% in the second. 

- It can be seen, moreover, that this mechanism does not 

benefit exclusively, nor even mainly, the relatively more developed 

countries which have a reasonable supply of exportable resources, for 

57% of the transfers went in theform of grants to the least developed 

countries. 

This trend l'ras more marked for 1 976 : transfers in the 

form of grants to the least developed countries au-counted for 

approximately 77%. 

- Certain points regarding the implementation of S'.L'ABEX 

have been discussed on several occasions between the Community and the 

ACP. The latter would, moreover, like to see if it is possible to 

extend the system to cover several products that are no·c on the 

original list contained in the Convention. 

Wifh the first two.instalments (1), transfers made for 

1976 totalled 36.3 million :b:UA and twelve ACP coun·i~ries ( 2) vwre 

involved. Transfers for 1975 totalled 72.8 million EUA for 1 7 ACP states .. 

(1) The first instalment was·agreed on 4.4.77 and the second on 27.7.77. 
(2) To thtse can be addec\, the.Comores and Djibouti, formerly overseas 

territories but now in(~ependent, which w·ere covered by the 
approtpriation earmarked for the OCT.o · 
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In July 1976. 19 ACP countries received compensation for 

shortfall in export earnings under the first applicati~n of the 

s~r .. ABEX system. What did they do with the money? Apart from Ghana, all 

these countries had reported back to the EEC Commission by October 

as,required under the Lome Convention (article 20) The first estimates 

from these initial reports show that : 

- A little over 20% of the Sl..'ABBX grants was ploughed back 

into the shortfall export areas to increase production; 

- About 20% was set aside for treasury funds; 

- The remainder went ini~o agriculture or infrastructure 

projects. 

Five countries put back only. a part of their S1rA.BEX grants 

into the shortfall secrors. 

The Commission plans to analyse the Effects of the first 

S'..L'ABEX exercise on the beneficiary countries economic development 

and on their foreign trade. 

Indeed~ the;Third-Vfmrd countries were clearly conscious 

during the last decade of the fact that the mastering of their 

development is clo9ely linked to a greater stability and increase 

of resources coming from their exports. This consciousness led them 

to claim with more and more vehemence stabilisation of prices of 

basic products at a profitable level and a price index of manufactured 

products which they guarantee against deterioration of terms of 

exchange •• It is economically unhealthy for the under-developed 

countries•to see their activities oscillate at the wish of foreign 
• 

earning fluctuations. 
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The list of products thus drawn up is not def}nite. If a 

product is of great impqrtance to the economy of one or several ACP 

countries and threatens to be affected by major fluctuations, the 

Council of Ministers could decide to include this product among the 

products covered~ 

However, the demand for transfer vms examined by the 
' Commission in liaison with the country requesting for it on the 

basis of certain criteria. •rhe d.ecision was taken by tla Commission. 

Funds granted to this regime are limited by a ceiling of 

375 million.:UA for the duration of the Convention. This sum is 

appro~riated on the European Development Fund (EDF) for the period 

of the Convention.'rhe total amount is divided into yearly slabs of 

75 million UA. The balances of each annual slab are carried over to 

the following year. 

Transfers are in principle reimbursable by the ACP 

countries under certain conditions. However, the most backward countries 

are exempted from this obligations. T,he ACP,State~cbenef±.:ting from 

the STABEX intervention is suppied to (art. 20) 11 inform the Commission 

eve.ry year of the utilisation made of the transfer'E;d resource s 11
• 

The STABEX system is of great importance for the future 

of ACP producers. It shows the will power to reach a guarantee of a 

minimum of earnings to countries whose earnings undergo production 

risks and fluctuations of international markets. 
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This system, inspite of some limitations (see Chapter IV) 9 

constitut~an absolute progress in the search for new economic 

relations between suppliers of basic products and the industrialised 

countries. It is a product by product approach and appears to be an 

indispensable complement to the global approach of payments, as 

followed till now by the International Monetary Fund. 
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Inspite of the enormous advantages which STABEX offers the 

ACP States, it has come under strong crit'icism on sev~ral grounds. The 

first year of its enforcement did not see the problems being solved. 

In its report, the European Commission indicated the following main 

.points for study : 

) d ( ,_..~. a Final payment of semestrial a vances made mec1u!lSm 

provided by art. 1956 of the Lome Convention). Only the cotintries 

whose mont~ export figures since 1972 are known to the BEC are 

eligible. 

b) Supervision of the·participq.tion for the "reconstitution 

of resources" of ST""\BEX by the ACP States not belonging to the Category 

of the least favoured and which obtained transfers for the year 1975. 

· c) Organisation of the system for the ACP States which are 

new members of the Lome Convention (Seycelles, Comores,Surinam,Papua-

New Guinea, Cap Verde and Sao il'ome Principe). 

d) Study of the utilisation made of the transfers by the 

·beneficiary ACP States • 

. Besides, certain among the nine EEC countries haveasked 

for an analysis of the incidence of STABEX on the economic development 

of the beneficiary States and careful supervision by the European 

Commission in respect of the provision according to which transfers 

could be refused if the applicant country is responsible for 

discriminations to the detriment of the EEC in matters of trade policy 

(for example, regarding access to raw material resources). 
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Improvements could be,made by including more products and 

by increasing the number 9f. cotintries, mostly am9ng t~e least developed 

ones, which could eventually ben~fit. In .. :an.y cap~, at this stage, the 

ACP group of States should establish the priorities themselves. 

FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL COOPERA':tiON 

In the previous Convention, namely, Yaounde I and Yaounde II, 

the objectives of development were mainly the following : 

- strengthening of economic and social infra-structures 

- rural development and training of men 

- industrial development, actions in favour of 

commercialisation and sales promotion, exceptional aid in case of 

natural calamities. 

The Lome Convention maintained these sectional priorities. 

But, in addition, it gave nevJ' orientations to :;he Communityrs aid : 

specific aid to the least developed States, small and medium scale 

enterprises, and m~or ventures, and increasing help to efforts at 

regional and inter-regional cooperation. 

A) NEW ORIENTATION 

1) R!ivileged treatment to the least developed Stateso 

Rich countries are not very charitable in reality. Inspite 

of statements· to the contrary, thefact remains that positive measures 

adopted in favour of .developing countries are very rare. Even in 
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achieving the Yaounde recorrimendations ~ w·~ noticed that in reality the 

richest states of the EMJA benefitedJI1o~t from the financial aid. It 
• 

seems that in the distribution of aid, the.y took into consideration 

the gross local product per inhabitant. By the cumulated results of 

the three EDF, we notice that upto 31 D~cember 1973, it was Gabon . 

which benefited most from the Community's aid. Zaire was the least 

aided country. 

On the contrary, article 48 of the Lome Convention says 

"In the implementation of financial and te¢hnical 

cooperation, special attention should be paid to the needs of the 

least developed ACP States so as to reduce the specific obstacles which 

impede development and prevent them from taking full advantage of the 

opportunities offered by financial and techinical cooperation 11 • 

The least developed states were supposed, to enjoy special 

treatment in all fields, notably 

- by granting of more advantageous financial conditions. 

- by a flexible application of aid modalities. 

- by technical assistance enabling them to· absorb an 

increased volume af foreign aid.' 

- by actions of training of personal and ilcadres 11 

necessary for economic development and technical administration of 

the States. 

- by supporting the achievement of research directed 

towards finding the solution to certain of their own specific problems 
• 

of 8conomic and social development. , 
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by benefits in order to pri.ority for promoting regional 

cooperation~ • 
by giving aid for.rural development and by derogation 

to art. 46~ the taking over temporarily and in a degressive way of 

expenditure for fuhctioning or for heavy repairs relating to 

investments previously financed by the Community. 

2) Specific aid _to small and medium-scale enter12rises. 

Yaounde IIf in itsart.24 and Protocol no.6 articles 6 & 8, 

had provided.for the possibility of granting financial and technical 

assistance by means of Specialised local institutions to small and 

medium-scale enterprises of E.AMA.Financing v-ms d.one by a system of 

loans in two stages which were divided in the following way 

a) the Community could grant loans at favourable rates, 

specified in foreign exchangep for projects which justify stricter 

conditions. 

b) intermediar~es serving as midqlemen· were entitled to 

reloan these sums at higher rates~ adapted to the financial 

profitability of the project~ but reimburasable in local currency. 

This rule was rarely·used under Yaounde II due to lack of 

proced-ure adapted -to this type- of projects. 

What about the Lome Convention? 

Protocol no. 2 ~ art .• 13 ~ has a whole lot of provisions 

allowing the Community to use the means of public finance organisms 
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of development for financing projects for the benefit of small and 

medium-scale enterprises of the ACP States. The Community studies 
• 

the viability of the project and if the conditions are fulfilled, it 

opens a lime of grant to the financial organism, starting with a 

maximum sum total of 2 million U.Ao for a period not exceeding three 

years and unrenewable. 

Grant conditions ~ Grant conditions of this aid ~ave led 

to specific agreements between the Community and the financial 

organism for each case. The financial organism is respone1!le for - . . 
reimbursing the lil1.e of grant mobilised to the Commvni ty; every year, 

it should present to the Community a report on the executio:r: .~nd .. 

financing of the approved programme of action. 
•. 

3) Aid to mtnor ventures. 

This deals with aiding and making the masses participate 

in the development process by authorising the EDF to finance small 

actions of development at the base, notably in rural areas. Financing 

of these operations is generally three-fold 

- the beneficiary collectivity 

- the ACP State 

the EDF 9 whose intervention in each minor venture 

should not exceed 75 9 00 UoAo 

Generally 9 what justifies these mtnor ventures is that 

we feel that the best point of departure for rapid industrial 

development logically starts by a strong intensification of . . 

agricultufal production , 
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• 
All economists agree on thepoint that it is impossiole for 

any country to develop in an isolated way~ They have to extend the 

existing economic framework by creating regional and sub-regional 

·organisations. Economic integration has the advantage of quite a 

large market. In other words, it appears to be a new means of economic 

prosperity founded on the creation of a wider market and the exdcution 

of a joint strategy on a regional scale. 

Starting from its own example of economic int~ration, the 

EEC has always been in favour of regional integration in the developing 

countries. In a Qe~andum of 27 July 1971, the Brussels Commission 

stated : 

11 The Community whose economic existence really results 

from the fact that its member States are conscious of the ,necessity 

of an economic integration profitable to all parties has a special 

vocation of helping developing countrie~ in this fieldp and to make 

them benefit from its own experience. It is a field where tne 

Community by itself could do useful work with relatively modest 

f. • • 1 II 1.nanc J.a means . c • 

The problem of cooperation is still very much a bilateral 

one, both between one country and another and between the industrialised 

and non-industrialised countries. The division into two camps 

determines the highly unbalanced state of trade relations in the 

world today. Instead of considering progress to be the result of an 
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economy largely dependent on external outlets and help from the 

indusc[rialised world, the ACP should be seeking a form of development 
• 

which is .founded primarily on their own (large but ill-organised and 

unintegrated) markets. It is both regrettable and paradoxical that 

trade between the various countries of Africa accounts for approximaiBly 

6% of their international trade ..... a growth rate of 2% between 1960 

and 1972. 

For instance, one of the countries of Central Africa buys 
A 

its beef and veal from Europe or from Argentina via Europe, while· 

Botswana, a major producer 1 is unable to sell all its meat and has 

enormous difficulties in surmounting barriers, particularly tariff 

ones, to sales in the European market. Again 1 as far as servicroare 

concerned, it is singularly odd that it is easier to get Paris ,London 

and Washington on phone from some countries of Africa than to get 

through to neighbouring countries to which calls have to be routed 

via the wpitals of Europe. This is clearly a legacy of the colonial 

past and must be overcome. 

The Lome Convention accords a considerable amount of 

importance to the regional and inter-regional cooperation already 

begun under Yaounde I and II. Some 10% of the 4th EDF 1 s 3300 million 

U.A. arc meant for inter"'"ACP cooperation. The best use shoudl be made 

of this and the proper foundations laid for regional and inter

regional cooperation among the ACP. 
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Of course 9 Central AfriCa has UDCAC (Central African 

Economic and Customs Union) and, as has been mentioned• in Chapter I, 

there have.been repeated and somtimes successful attempts at unity 

in the west of the continent. There is also Caricom - Carribean 

Common Market. However, the scope of these organisations remains 

fairly limit~d on account of the constraints of international 

economies. 

An average of half the exports in the original six-nation 

Community remained within the Community. In the nine-nation Community, 

the figures would appear to be 2/3 for all but the United Kingdo~. A 

similar pattern emerged in the Latin America free trade area 10 years 

after the treaty was signed when exports accounted for 1/15 of the 

total internal trade, as against 1/10 at the outset. 

Inter-ACP cooperation in the form of regional and inter-

regional integration is, therefore, vital if these countries are to 

develop properly. If there ~s no cooperation, then only the ~~~otPial 

industrialised countries, which already have the means they need, 

will be in a position to surmount national customs barriers and the 

ACP will simply have helped maintain imbalance artd unfair competition 

between their own and the industrialised .economies. Only integration 

will enable sufficiently large markets to be created. It will facilitate 

certain key investments and mean that mass production, giving 

competitive products at low unit cost, can-be achieved. These were 

among the ideas that inspired the creation of the European Community 
• 

in the 50}s. They still hold good. 
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In reality, the Community made very little ~oncrete 

contribution, more so to the EEC-E.AMA relations.Actions led by the 

Community in the name of the EDF are few and had limited effect. 

But with the increase in the number of partners of the 

Community and above all in the adhesion of the English speaking 

states, the Lome Convention did not liQit itself to specifying the 

objectives to be followed and means of actions to be adopted, but also 

reserves the financial means for proij.ects of regional and inter

regional cooperation. In article 47, we have the objectives which 

the Convention proposes to follow and for the success of which the 

Community shou-ld give qualified financial and technical aid : 

- acceleration of local cooperation and among the 

ACP States. 

- acceleration of the diversification of the economy of 

the ACP States. 

reduction of economic dependence of the ACP States 

on imports. 

- creation of sufficiently large markets within the 

market. 

ACP and neighbouring countries by : 

- elimination of obstacles which prevent the development 
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and integration of these markets so as to promote trade between the 
• 

ACP States, 

- maximum use of resources and s~::rvices in the ACP States. 

In order to attain these objectives, the field of action 

assigned to the Community is as follows 

- distribution of industries with the goal of accelerating 

industrialisation of the ACP States, including the 

creation of regional and inter-regional enterprises. 

- transport and communication 

- energy production 

-common exploitation of natural resources 

- research and technology applied to the intensification 

of regional and inter-regional cooperation, etc. 

All these points are mentioned in Protocol no.2, 

article 8. 

Taking into consideration of regional cooperation 

has officially become one of the basic points of action of EDF 

and EIB. 
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B). TOTAL A.l\10UNT OF RESOURCES AVAILABLE 

• 
Financial covering given to ACP States amounts to 3~390 

million U.A. This covering is based on the two-fo:tld principle of 

maintenance of advantages belonging to EP.HA and si11ilar treatment to 

new partners. The break-up of the covering is as follows : 

- 3 billion U.A. of ~dowment from the EDF to theACP ~s 

- 390 million U.,A. meant for normal loans 9 on the 

resources of the European Investment Bank (EIB). 

The table below shows ~he evolution of the financial effcrt • 

European Development Fund 

European Investment Bank 

TOTAL 

Treaty of 
Rome (1) 

5 81 9 25 

Yaounde 
I 

666 

64 

730 

l'vlillion U • .A. 

Yaounde Lome 
II ( 2) 

828 3000 

90 390 

918 3390 

\tfe thus see that the funds available are multiplied by 

3.7 compared to Yaounde II (3.6 for EDF and 4.3 for BIB). Th8 ACP 

states would like to see the total volume of financial resources 

available to be increased to 8 million U .A. iJ:ihis figure can be justified 

without doubt by : 

(1) The 58~,25 million U.A. of theTreaty of Rome contains the allocat:ion 
of the dependent overseas territories and countries. 

(2) Allocalion of Yaounde II will be increased to 923 million U.A. during 
the adhesion of Mauritius .• 
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~ commitment of the number of payees 

- commitment unde~taken several times by th~ Community to 

concede to the EAMA an aid, at·least equal to that it 

enjoyed before 

- price increase due to inflation. 

·Taking into consideration the increase in the number of 

pa.rtn·ers, the covering of 3, 390 million U. A. thus conceded has neither 

maintained the advantages of Yaounde nor has it assured equivalent 

advantages to the new partners. 

What is the reason for this attitude of the nine~natio~ 

Community? Their parsimony can be explained by : 

- the oil crisis, which led to financial recession, 

particularly acute in Italy and Great Britain. 

- the nine,nations want to extend their financial aid to 

the under-developed countries of the Third World, particularly of Asia. 

rrhey had thus to provide for the necessary resources for this purpose~ 

The nire-nation,d Community provides to carry out an aid of 

7·30 million U .A. to the Third,..Vlorld C·ountries not having signed the 

Lome Agre em en t .( 1 ) . 

( 1) of. Commission of European Communi ties : 11Commission 1 s paper at 

the Covncil on financial and technical aid of the Community to 

nori.:..association developing countries, 1976-1980" pg.8 
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Contribution of Member States to 

Countries Treaty of Yaounde 
Rome I 

Belgium 12904 9945 

Germany 34,41 33,77 

France 34 9 41 33,77 

Italy 6,88 13,70 

Luxemburg 0,22 0,27 

Netherlands 12,04 9,04 

United Kingdom 

Denmark 

Ireland 

100 100 

Sources EEC, European D velopment Fund 
p 

Brussel ,1974 9 pg.87 

the EuroEean DeveloEment 
.. -

• 

Yaounde Lome 
II 

8989 6,25 

33 9 1 6 25 9 95 

33,16 25,95 

15,62 12,00 

0,28 0, 20 

8,89 7,95 

ji 18,70 

2,40 

0,60 

100 100 

nLe Couriern, Brussels. no.31, March 1975,pg.33 

FunJ! 

Comments : (1) France and Germany are the main beneficiaries of 
of the modification of EDF 1 s distribution-of fiances. 

(2) Great Britain's contribution was llOt fixed in terms of 

the number of Commonwealth countries. 
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C) FINANCING INSTRllflENTS 

Treaty of Yaounde ·Yaounde 
Rome I II Lome 

European Development Fund~ 

- non-repayable aid 581 '25 620 748 2100 

- repayable aid 

- loans at special 
conditions 4'6 80 430 

- contribution for capital 

accumulation at risk - 95 

- STABEX - 375 

European Investment Bank 

- Ordinary log,ns 64 90 300 

581 9 25 730 918 3390 

Remarks 

(1) The Treaty of Rome only provided for financing in the form of 
grants. 

(2) Yaounde added loans at special conditions. And for productive 
opera tionswi th norrual financial profitability, the EIB was· 
authorised.to intervene till the amount of a definite sum (64 

million U.A.) in theform of ordinary loans. 

(3) Yanunde II authorised minor participation in capital accumulation 
at the companies risk. 

(4) On the whole, we notice that the Community's experiment has .. , 
enabled them to regul~rly adopt financial aid and technical 
cooperation to the needs of development of the associate states. 
The memorandum of the April 1 73 Commission underlines in this 
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I 

connection that : "The Association has invented original instrilments 

allowing to adopt financial conditions of interventions in the 

situation and·:.at the l'evel of development of each associate state, 
" 

as also to the peculiar characteristics of each proje6t" (1) 

5) Non-repayable aide ~ is mainly made up of donations. 

The percentage share is still important thro~h it i+n the decline 

(61% as against 81% in Yao~~de II). 

These aids are used for projects presenting a far-off 

profitability ~ economic and social infra-structure 9 some large pr 

projects dire~ly productive in the A.C.P. 

6) Other than S'1\~BEX 9 repayable aid is characterised by 

a) special RDF loans 

b) contributions for capital accumulation at the risk of 

the ente:rpises. 

c) ordinary EIB loans 

a) §Qecial EDF loans ~ 

The aira of financing by special loa"ls is to facilitate the 

achievement of development projects which, by their very nature and 

profitability conditions., can with difficulty be financed by loans 

at norma~conditions of themarket. 

Under the Yaounae Oonventions 9 these loans could be for a 

~imum period of 40 years :.:md exonerated of redemption during the .. 

. (1) EEC C~mmission 9 Msmorandum of 9 April 1973 9 opp.pg.23. 
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first ten years. Very favourable interest-'.~onditions, 1% and 3%. But 

the Community gave in the name ~of Yaounde special loantS for an average 

period of 20 years, that of redemption lag of 5.7 years and rates of 

· interest were approxima:bely 2.1%. 

The Lome Convention brought in marked improvements : 

- funds reserved fo~ special loans increased from 80 

million U~A. (Lome). 

- maxima provided f.or in Yaounde (duration 40 yea:Ds; 

interest 1%) became the rule. 

i ~ 
7) Contribution to capital formation at the enterprises' risk : They 

favoured the setting up of enterprises by direct participation of the 
1 

enterprise in the capital. 'l'he Coplilluni ty became a shareholder of the 

enterprise with the rights and obligations which go with it. 
c 

Participation of only a temporary.and m\Por nature was authorised. 

This prtvision was meant to prevent the EIB from being responsible 
I 

for the management of the enterpr~se. 

This type of financing was hardly \used. Generally speaking, aid in 

the form of capital at risk is int:ended to favour the achievement 

of industrial, mining andinuristic\ projects, preventing a general 

interest for the economy of the AC~ countries. Aid can be given to 

the ACP States to enable them to participate in the capital of this 

type of enterprise. 
I 

8) Ordinary loans of theEuropean In~estment Bank 
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m : is a .specialised institution wi~.h a strictly banking hature, se-~ 

. up at the beginning to reduc.e regional and sect'ional diBpari ties exist~'u. 

<within the Common Market, with the aim'. of achieving harmonious 

development at the European level. 

Resources : Real resources constituted by its capital (2,025 billion 

UA in 1975) and the product of borrowings which it gives out on the 

international capital market. 

i 

Its field of action: Its activities are\mainly carried out within the 

Community. But, in its article 18 and by;the derogation given by its 
\ 

Bot~ of Governors, the EIB can grant sums for investments to be made 

outside the European territories of the member States. 'rhis prdlvision 
I 
I 

was notably enforced during the Yaounde Convention. 

Field of Action outside member States ~ 

For projects located in States presenting $. sufficient capac.ity for 
I 

running into debts and whose financial profitability is sufficient to 
I 

assure the service of the loans. 

Interest rates are similar to those prevailing in the market. 

Duration of the loan ~ cannot go beyond 25 :years, which automatically 
I 

involves a specialisation of act in financing industrial, energy or 
. . -, . ~ 

mining projects capable of sustainl~a normat bank financing • 
. : f ! 

On 31 December 1975, the EIB gave on its own\reso1rrces 31 loans 

totalling 131 .4 million UA. The industrial se!,,ctor was a privileged one 

The EIB, with the Lome Convention,· was prepared to grant 
.\ \ 

390 millioJ.l UA from its own resources to finance projects and action 
I 
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programmes presented by-the ACP. ,The intere$t' rate tolerated by the 

bor:rower should neither be less than 5% nor more than e% (Protocol 

No.2, article 5). 

Financial al'ld ~.chnical Cooperation 

r------- ---- --- --------~---~~::·;;;~:~J~~~~i:~::~:·-·-r-co~n:"~;enr~ .. , ;I , 

! i of the Convenlio"l11 ' 31 March 1977 :j 
'"~rl i (nllthon u a.) 

1 

(rnrthon u.a.l , ..... -- --- ------ --- --·--·--· -~---+--------- --- ·---
: European i I 
:Development Fu¥ !· 

I 
of which: 

, - grants 
:- loans on 

special terms 

3 000 565.5 

2 100 413.4 

430 

~~ EFD financing decisions by se(:tor 
li (11 April 1976 - 31 March .1977) 
·~ I 

-- : ·---.------------------------------nv1 i~ion 
1
--- 9b- ---- ~ 

L -- --- ---- ----- ----- ----- ------- i- _lL3. I . . ! 
; 1. Development ot production 25o-! -----6-~--5-- -, 

of which - industri<1l1zation 136 i 33.5 I 
- rural production 1 13 I' 28 

2. Transport and communications 101 . 2Q ] 
3. Soci<JI development (education, j 
he<Jith, water engineering, housing) 45 . ! 11 ·I 
4. Trade promotion 9 

1

1 i I 
TOTAL 1 to 4 I 405 100 ~ 

1

(5) -Ex~~-pt1on~; a1d . -j-~-~--
1 

II 

(6) STABEX <:•n 1 73 • ~ 
, (7) M1scellancous ' - 'I ' 34 ! · 

J
L ':-=_ ___ -_.:_ ___ TO:~~ EDF --~:~ _ _: ___ j1 

1J NB In addttton to EDF atd there tS [18 a.d from r:s nwn resources, equrvJI:nt to
1
J. :t· 

.50 600 000 u.e .. devote<l ent~rely to ll>dustnahzat,on. (J.! . J 
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INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION 

II If industrialisation does no[~ seem to be an illusion 

today, underlines the EDF I .s Director, it is because a series of steps 

other than directly industrial were at first put into operation ••• 11 
( 1) 

The most anxious desire of all the 'Third World countries 

is to achieve quick industrialisation. On this point, , all the ACP 

partners of the EEC agree~ considering that industrialisation is an 

important factor of economic development. Industrialisation inter 'alia 

offers advantages such as : better balance of trade exchanges, growth 

of total production, multiplication of intersectoral networks, 

moAification of attitudes and ancestral behaviour which impede growth. 

This desire for industrial growth was particularly 

demonstrated at Lima in March 1975 9 during the second general conference 

of the United Nations for Industrial Development ( UN~IDo). At this 

conference, the Third-World countries•agreed on a quantitative 

objective, namely, to increase their industrial production from 

·1% to 25 % by the year 2000. In addition, they asked for the transfer 

·of production capacities of industrialised couhtries to the Third

World in view of tlDon-the-spot conversion of raw materials an4 the 

creation of basic industries (iron, steel, chemical, petrochemical, 

construction, mechanical). During this conference, the under-developed 

countries also inaugurated an interesting phase in their relations 

with the industrialised countries, namely : the transfer of technolgy 

in a lib~ral and cheap way. 

( 1 ) Ferrandi:'Industrialisation of Associate Countries' 
EEC, Brussels, 1972, Viii/1190/72.F. 
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. . . . 

Africa, •as we know 1 considered in the global context, 

offers very modest indus~fial development compared to fJurope or even 

Asia. Thus, being the most important group of the ACP States, stress 

was laid on industrial cooperation, which was to become an essential 

element inthe EEC-ACP relationship under the other associations, the 

results of industrial cooperation were rather meagre. Industrial 

cooperation itself was termed an important element inihe 9 Nations 

Europe-ACP relations. 

A) What was.the. position of industrial cooperation under 

the other Conve.n:tion;. 

If we refer to the Commission of European CoQIIlunities, 

"Action of European Community Aid in favour of industrialisation of 

EAMA" VIII/530 (71)F, we easily realise the marginality of the 

Cmmmunity aid to the EAMAo The first convention did not even deal with 

the industrial aspect. The objective followed was "economic and social 

development of countries and territories" with a view to strengthening 

their relations with the Community. 

Yaounde I, with the hew situation born out of the 

independence of African countries, gave itself the objective .<> of 

"diversification of the economy and the industrialisation of Associate 

States". The desire is also clearly marked in Yaounde II in its P 

Preamble and Article 1;. 

In fact, the first Convention which only provided for a 

financial aid by means of- don~ons could not be properly adapted to 
• 
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to an industrial intervention. Thus 9 industrial investment projects 
• 

were to be achieved by the initiative of private capital. It was only 
. . 

with Yaounde I, particularly with Yaounde II~ that instruments for 

industrial cooperation were put forth. Indeed 9 Yaounde II set up for 

its industrial objective a whole set of financial and commercial 

instruments capable of answering most of the problems arising out of 

industrialisation 9 ,~, either ~ 

- to improve the conditions, or 

- to contribute to its success by specific instruments 

The Community inter~enes finacially by the intermediary 

of the EDF (donations,loans at special terms) and of the EIB (ordinary 

loans). ·rhese different mecho.nisms have already been studie~ in the 

prtevious section. 

We have-however to note a corrunercial innovation : it ,is the 

.t}.ccess to customs exemption without quantitative restrictions on the 

Community's market, of industrial goods coming from the E.AMA. On the. 

other hand,associate states have the right to protect their young 

industries from the competition-of European productions. This point 

invites strong criticism because we kn.ow that in the ne-JX future most 

of the associate states have no perspective of industrial devevelopment 

and will be forced to consume European industrial-. products. Hence we 

can see the fictitious nature of the Market 1 s protection of the 

associate states. 
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In fact, in the industrial field during the three phases of 

association 9 we not only saw ihe achievement of industJ:ial projects 

but also important indirect contributions to industrialisation. 

a) The table below shows us in 7~ the share of industrial 

creations in the financial commitments undertaken during the three 

~hases of the association. 

Pos\:liion on 31 .12 .. 1973. 

(Industrial Projects by EDF and BIB financing in %) 

EDF 

1st Convention 1 

Yaoun_de I 6,5 

Yaounde II 6.5 

TOTAL 

Sources: Annals of 11/lines, April1974 9 pg.·s 

Comments : 

EIB 

95.2 

60.6 

78.4 

- Lm<T rate during the 1st Convention 

EDF & EIJ3 .... 

1 

12.7 

10.8 

9 

- progress made with Yaounde I and stagnation with Yaounde II 

We have to note here that industry in the EilMA could not 

develop harmoniously in a disarticulate economy. 'J:hus, stress was 

mainly laid on general economic development. This explains the slow 

rate•_."'·;~ of industrial development,. 
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a) Indirect contributions to industrialisation with aview 

to arrangip.g structures to receive industrial investmelil.ts were mainly: 

- improvement of economic and social infrastructure 

railways 9roadways 9 fishing port 9 hydroelectric dams etc ••• 

- setting up of a certain number of establishments for 

professional and technical training for industrial tasks : 

construction of technical coll~?ges, .·centres ·o::fL.le~rning and technical 

training •. 

Gtlne'ally speaking, we notice that the Community's aid is of 

a limited and complementary nature. Due to this, it could not give 

rise to a globalf conception of industrialisation of EAMA.' ~EC 

interventions have thus remained largely fragmentary; In order to 

achieve industrialisation of the associate states, they had to change ·.i 

the global industrial policy followed till then. It is also·surprising 

that with Lome, the ACP States wanted a more elaborate and substantial 

industrial policy to be included in this Convention. 

B) What is the Lome Convention's contribution in this field? 

0 In the memrandum presented to the EEC by the ACP ministers 

concerning industrial cooperation (1), they partic·ularly insisted on 

the "nevT model of relations between developed and developing states1i, 

regarding industrial development. They_p1anaged to obtain the agreement 

of the 9 nation community rego,rding the general orientations of the 

Memorandum. Thus, the problem of industrial cooperation v1as de.alt 

• with, for the first time, :completelY. and operationally. Industrial 

· .( 1) _·K:in~~~_on, 23 July, 1.974; ACP/GA 89/74 •. 
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cooperation, as defined in Heading III, adopts a sectoral approach, 

.whereas the other provisions provide for an instrument~l approach, 

that iS to say, development of cooperation with tlahelp of commercial 

and financial instrutnents·and technical assistance. But 9 sectoral 

approach calls for a whole range of instruments of cooperation defined 
' 

in the commercial and financial phases. 

Industrial cooperation between the ACP and the BEC aims at 

the following objectives ~ 

- to promote industrial diversification and development of 

the ACP States and to contribute to achiE;ving a better distribution 

of industry within and among the States themselves ; 

- to promote new relations in the industrial field between 

the Community and the ACP States. 

- to multiply the ties be·tween industry and the other 

sectors of the economy, notably agriculWr-e. 

- to facilitate the transfer of t~chnology to ihe ACP States 

and to promote its ad~t~tion to their condi tio?s ru1d specifie needs. 

- to promote commercialisa,tion of indus.trial products. of 

the ACP States on · foreign markets w.i.th a view to increasing their 

share in the international trade of these products. 

- to favour the participation of national& of the ACP States, 

notably of small and medium scale enterprises, in the .industrial 

development of these·S.tates. 
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- to .encourage the Community's economic operators to 

participate in industrialisation when the ACP countries so desire, 
• 

depending on their economic objectives (art.26). 

This industrial policy covers many fields like 

- development of infrastructures necessary for 

irid us trialisa tioh i . 

-contribution to the setting up of industries relevent.to .. ·;· 

fields of transformation of raw materials and of manufactUre of finished. 

and semi-finished products. 

-Organisation of training of qualified personnel. 

- concrete steps in the field of access to technology 

and its adaptation to the specifrc needa of the ACP States. 

- efforts in favour of establ.~i s:b..men t and extension of .... ·· 

small and medium-scale enter::rr:Lses. 

-actions for inQ.ustrial information,promotion andstudies. 

- actions for trade promotion for the industrial products 

of the States on 'the Co:mmuni ty' s m3Xket and other foreign markets. 

Th~ means used to finance these operations fall in three 

major categories : 

a) financial aid, through loans with reduction of· 

interests of the EIB (390 million UA) 9 participation of the EDF ih 

capital with risk ( 95 million UA available) the loans of the EDF at 

special terms 
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b) iJ~echtnical ass is tanc·e; by 1) indu-strial promotion with 

the setting up of the dentre for indust::tial development, in charge 
• 

mainly of industrial info:t'tnatioh, creation of contacts and other 

functc iohs of indust:t'ial promotion (art. 36). 

a) 4id for professional training. 
}... 

But in this industrialisation policy a point remains which 

is commercialisation of manufactures and semi-finished products towards 

industrialised countries. 'lhis is where the system of special tariff 
~~ 

preferences comes in, which~ccorded by the EEC to the ACP States with 

a view to favouring the flow of industrial products from all sides. 

Industrial cooperation raises a certain number of questions 

which we will study in Chapter IV reserved to the limitations and 

shortcomings of the Lome Convention. 

INS :rr TUTI ON AL FRM-1EviORK 

The institutions having equal representation, which 

existed under the Yaounde Conventions, were safeguarded and strengthened. 

This proves that on the whole, their functioning under the previous 

Conventions gave full satisfaction to the partners. The changes brought 

about in these institutions were with a view to making them more ····' 

efficient and operational. JVIost of the time, they were fruits of past 

experiments. 
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The structures which should enable the EEC-:ACP cooperation 

to be a continuous operation are as follows ; 

- Council of Ministers 

-Committee of Ambass~dors 
~ -'~ . 

- Consultative Assembly. 

It is to be noted here that the arbitary of the type 

provided by the Yaounde Convention which did not have to ever give 

a ruling on any issue is not provided here. The Memorandum of 9 April 

1973 however 9 asked for its continuation. 

A) Council of Ministep,Q 

This main organ of the Convention replaced the old 6ouncil 

of Association. 

1 ) C om;eos i tion 

It is composed, on the ·one.hand 9 of members of the 

Commission a~d, on the other hand 9 of members one each from ACP State 
'· 

Governments. ifut' chairmanship is assumed alternately by a member of 

the Council of the Communities and a member of the Government of an 

ACP State designated by the ACP States. 

This Council meets once a year in an ordinary session 

(the first session was held on 23rd July,1976) and evurytime it 

feels the need to meet'. The Council cannot validly deliberate without 

the participation of at least halfthe members of the Council of the 

Community, of a member of the Commission and 2/3 of the titula:e 

members representing the Governments of the ACP States. 
·• 



The Council passes a resolution by common agreement of the 

CoiDID.unity on theone hand and the ACP States on the o-cher. It is the 
• 

responsibility of each of the two groups of membe:tls to determine by an 

internal protoc,olf the procedure for stating-their respective stand~ 

The Council of }llinisters has varied COJJgnizances (art.74) which it. 

can delegate , if need be, .to the Commi tte~of Ambassadors (art. 75). 

2) Powe!:§_ 

a) Power of orientation and decisio.n making. 

The Council defines the main orientations of the work to 

be undertaken in the framework of the application of the Convention, 

particularly the policy and guidelines fina~ial cooperation ( art.41 al2 ~ 

The Council can take decisions in cases provided for by 

the Convention; these decisions are compulsory• for the contracting. 

pafties which are meant to take.· the necessary steps to carry them out. 

b) Power of recommendation 

The Council can formulate the resolutions, recommendations 

or advice which it feels necessary for the achievement of common 

objectives and tht proper ~unctioning of the rule of the Convention. 

c) Power of Informa1!Qg 

The Council examines once a year the achievement of the 

objectives of}inancial and technical cooperation and the general 

problems which come up from their execution~ It draws the to tal es tima 

of actions uhde:rtaken on the basis of information gathered by the 

Community ~s also by the ACP •. In this estimate, regional cooperation 

and s/ps taken in favour of the least developed ACP States are also 

included. 



The Community in a rc:>port to the Council indicated the 

p~ition of the conmiitment 1 of the execution and of the utilisation of aid 
• 

for each type of financing and each beneficiary State~ The ACP States give 

the CounCil ail possible information regarding the carrying out of economic, 

financial and technical cooperation in their respective countries (art.41, 

al 1). The Council publishes every year an annual report and any other 

information which it judges necessary. It presents a report on its 
I 

activities every year to the Consultative Assembly. 

d) Power of settlement of di~£U:t~. 

The Council of JYiiliisters is competent to settle any 

differences relating to the in terpre·cations or application of the 

Convention arising betw-een one or several States of tre ,European 

Economic Community on the one hand and one or several ACP States 

on the other. An ad hoc arbitrary procedure is provided (art.81) if 

the Council does not manage to settle the dispu~e by its good offices 

during i td'ne:xt; session. 

The Council of JI!Iinisters should give its approbation to 

the accession i,o theConvention to either a State or a terri tory 

gaining independence, or to a State whose economic and production 

structures are comparable to those of the ACP States. 

e) Powers of gonsultatior!§. 

The Council of Ministers is a consultative organ between 

the ACP and European States_, especially in the following cases : 
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-to assure efficient enforcement of tbe.Convention's 

provisions in the field of commercial cooperation (art.~1) 

- exchange of views could be arranged either on questions 

having a direct incidence on the fields referred to by the Convention, 

or on other economic or technical questions of mutual interest (art.2) 

- the Council can also establish contacts and proceed to 

consultation of economic and social circles of the ~member States 

of the EEC and . the ACP States. · 

the Council of Ministers can create Committe€0of groups 

to carry out the ·,;-orks if it judges necessary. 

B) ~itteeof Ambassadors. 

This Committee. succeeds the previous "Commi tte,e.of 

Assocation" and is composed of permanent.representatives of member 

States of the EEC and thJe:presen_tatives of the ACP States and of one 

representative of the Commission. Its chairmanship is ensured, turn by 

turn, by a representative of a member State of the EEC dGsignated 

by the Community and by the re presen ta ti ve of an ACP State ( art. 78) • 

This organ is subordinate to the Council to which it gives 

a report on its activities (art.77). Its role consists of helping 

the council of Ministers in its task. It carries out any du~y assignee_ 

to .it and examines ihe flliVJ.ctioning of the Convention and the progress 

accomplished in the achievement of thdobjectives. It supervises the 

work af all the Co rami tte& and of any other ad hoc or permanent organ 
• 
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created or provided by the Convention (specially~ art,35). It can also 

put forth its proposals, resolution or recommendations to the Council 
• 

of Ministers. 

C) Consultative Assemb~~· 

It is composed, on an equal representacion basis, of 

members of theEuropean ·Parliameht and representatives of the ACP 

States (art.80). The Consultative Assembly meets at least once a year 

and can adopt resoiutions in matters coi1cerning the Conve:ht:ion or 

referred to by it and create ad hoc Consultative Committees in charge 

of carrying out specific tasks vrhich it determines. Every year the 

Council of Ministers verifies the report of its activities. This 

Assembly should enable direct contact and a better reciprocal 

understanding between public antopinicnrepresentatives. 
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CHAP'ruR IV 

• 
ACPL~Q_A$SOCIATION SHORTCOMINGS A~~ ~IMITATIONS. 

Is the ACP-EEC relationship healthy. 

Accord:i,_ng to Claude Cheysson (EEC Commissioner in charge 

of developm~:m t problems 9 Bu:rope tells the ACP States ~ 

•; ... Here are the development tools v:re make available to 

you. Use them as you please ••. ~~ 

Juridically speaking, the above assertion of Claude 

Cheysson is absolutely corre~ct. However, in re~\ity, it represents 

some limitations and shortcomings. 'rhis becomes all tb.t.?;more talS~ 

when we see .: n_:r.'-~.,....r:::-~ ~--..:~:~otectionist trend. For example, the EBC tool:: 
., 

definite measures against textile imports. But this does not rf''1.ll3T 

affect the ACP States as they are very small producers of teatiles 

and barely satisfy 1% of the Common l'~arket' s demand. Even though th:i.s 

trend does not affect the ACP now 9 the associated countries reacted 

violently to this and presented a memorandum for theprotection of 

their exports to the EEC. 

In his inaugural address at ·t;he m<::eting of the14th Counci_ 

of Ministers of theACP States at Lusaka for 6 to 17 December 1977, 

President K.kuanda speci::':'ically stressed on the shortcomings and 

limitations of the ACP/EEC association. Among other things, he state'.~ 
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" ••• I observe, and I think I convey the feelings of most of our 

countries, that until now tl::"D ACP States are not satisfi_ed with 

execution of the Lome Convention. There is slackening among partnero 

to honour certain provisions of the Convention ... There is no 
A.~~ 

cooperation where f\is no equality •.. T'he ACP States arc worried by 

what seems to be a certain indifference of tho EEC in fromt of the 

general objectives of the LOme Convention. Tho EJ:;C should not be 
0 

allowed to retreat particularly in fields vi tal for the ACP group 

of states ••. After more than tvJO years of enforcement of the 

Convention, the ACP States are now right in doubting the understandinG 

and policy of the Community •.. ACP exports underwent unfavour~ble terms 

and conditions than those· given to Third World products by the EEC •• '{ -;1 .· 

President Kaunda spoke of vJ.rious preferential agreements 

signed by the nine European countries with t.heThird World countries ,. 

"without the ACP States getting priority 9 as was provided for in the 

Lr.;me Convention, the necessary infdlrmation in the defence of their 

interests ••• Similarly, the same is valid for the generalised system 

of prefereno~a:,.( GSP) which benefit the ACP States and which are 

undergoing a rapid erosion due to its,xtension to other Third World 

countries ..• " 

To understand the fear of President Kuanda les let us 

explain .:the Generalised System of Preferences. 

The Generalised Preference S·Jheme is a special customs 

regime applied by industrialised countries to goods imported from 
• 

(1) In "Le Courrier 11 no.47, January-February 1978 
r-
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developing countries. It consists of cuts in cus-coms duties (or duty 

free import) 9 sorrretimes without. It is system that emer-ged from the 

work of UNCT.AD (the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) 

in 1970 • 

. 11lere is a "preference11 in the customs sense in that the 

tariff cuts or exemptions are granted by the industrialised countries 
, 

· to developing countries in the Group of "77 11 (plus Romania for some . 

goods) but not to each other. 

The preferences are said to be "generalised" in theory, 

in that they are granted by all industrialised countries to all 

developing countries. They are also non "reciprocal" - the 

industrialised countries which grant them claim nothing in return 

9~inverse preference) from the com~tries that benefit- and non-

discriminatory in that all developing countries benefit. 

It is seen as a "sysibem" because industrialised countries 

are supposed to grant the same concessions; but in practice different· 

patterns are applied by different countries. 

1'he EEC was the first in the industrialised world to apply 
~ . .· 

a system of genetised preferences. I·t was. introduced on 1st July, 

1971 and has continually been extende~......,bofuh in the number of 

countries concerned (104 in 1976) and the scale of its concessions. 

The pattern of GSP applied by the CorJIJunity in 1976 covered 

250 processed agricultural products and all industrial goods from 

• 
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103 developing countries (plus Romanj,a for_certain products) as well 

as for the overseas countries and territori.es forming part of the 
• 

Community • For certain specific products, the scheme applies to a 

smaller number of countries. 

For 250 processed agricultural products generalised 

preferences mean a cut in the level of duty in a corrnnon external 

tariff, in some cased with a quantitative ceiling applied through 

tariff quotas. 

For the industrial goods; the duties in the Common 

External Tariff are not applied , though in some cases there are tariff 

quotas or a ceiling on duty free imports. 

'rhe total potential value of import thus freed friom duty 

was estimated for 1976 at 1000 m EuroperuL unim of accounts for 

processed agriculturalproducts and 3,600 m units of accounts for 

industrial products. 

For 1977 the proposals put forward by the Community 

covered 296 pro~essed agricultural goods, with considerably higher 

ceilings for ind,.ust;rial goods, and the total value of the trade 

benefiting 6,470 m units of accounts. 

In practice, however), less than 70% of the potential 

volume of trade benefiting from the scheme has so far been taken up 

by the exporting countries. 



Year 

1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Potential total-value 
of freed imports . 
(units of accounts) 

. 3, 250 ill 

3,680 ill 

4,600 ill 

6,470 ill 
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Value eff<.:;C ti vely/ taken 
up,by developing coun
tries(Units of accounts) 

. 2' 100 Til 
2, 540 m 

2700/3,000(estirnates) 
3 '00/3, 5000( II ) 

Rateof use 

65% 
67% 

59,L65% 
46/54% 

The fact that the scheme is not fully used is due to 

inadquate :h:m.formation in the countries that can benefit, the 

complicated procedures involved( each exporting country has to ensure 

that the goods exported have with them a "certificate of origin11 

proving that hey were""· in fact manufactured there) and t.depari ties 

between the patterns applied by the various industrialised countries, 

To overcome these problems the EUDopean Commission proposed 

in 1976 the settin~p of a special agency to facilitate the use of the 

Community Scheme by the 104 countries concerned. c 

The Community Scheme is being constantly improved, an the 

European Parliament has commented that it can be made still better, 

for instance, by granting additional advantages to the poorest 

countries or adding to the list products which only they export. At 

the same time care has to be taken not to disrupt industries in the 

same sectors within the Community, Nor must the scheme be deprived 

of its effectiveness by granting the s:uae conce.ssions to all · · ··· 

countries, whether developing or industrialised. 
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The Lome Convention has again taken up Yaounde i and II 

and improved upon them! In fact 9 there is a historical.continuation 

between different conventio:Q.s which has established and strenthened 

cooperation btween the Common Market and the developing countries, 

(signatories of v~:~rious Conven tibns), especially Africa. Hence, the 

analysis in this dhapter deals with thkhole of the Association of 

developing countries (party to •'k the different Conventions) and 

· European Common rvrar ke t • 

sections 

We will present our point of view in the -~o following 

· Section ''"';t General criticism on the .-basis of a 

theor~ical model 

Se_ction II : Specific cri ticism:Lome Convention. 

In these two section$ 1 :it is impossible to present all 

the points militating against the Association between African 

countries and theEuropean Economic Conmrumity. In the first section 

we will question ourselves as to whether this Association is a new 

form of colonialism. And in the second: section, we will try to 

approach theproblem from a more specific angles, the Lome Convention. 

vfuen exports from the associated countries to the Common 

Market do not increase, when the terns of exchange do not improve, 

when the diversification put forth lacks refl)onse inspi te of cooperation, 

when 1he previous international division of labour is nea~ly the, same 

or appears in other forms , what has exactly changed s inc ,e then? -only .. 
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one thing : that the Europeans countries are how doing collec·tively 

what they were earlier doing individually, that is to say, continuing 
• exploitation of the developing countries. This is what N'Krumah called 

"Collectiy:§_Qolonialism" •. 
• 
Critic isms levelled against the ACP/1mc Association are 

numerous and v::tried. For some, this Association could not be taken as 

the most perfect model of domination or even of imperialism comprising 

of the three following a tages ~ exploitation, fra.gmen ta tion and 

penetration. The third stage~ which is an ideological identification 

(and its consequences) and a continuous dependence of the elite of 

the developing countries on their ex-colonisiD"rs, appears less 

important. 

In a word~ by basing ourselves on this model, our 

criticism will mainly concern the first two stages, namely, 

exploitation and fragmentation. 1hese criticisms will concern Yaounde I, 

Yaounde II and will extend to the Lome Convention, properly so called. 

Explo:itation 

Any real association implies a structure based on 

solidarity and equity. Now, in thdcase of the association of African 

countries/EEC and to a larger extent, ACP/EEC, certain factors stand 

in the way of achievement of such a structure. Some_of these are : 

1) that among the ACP States, there ar.e.- poorer countries, 

less developed and lessviable in the world.· For some of these 

countries, it is nearly impossible to set up any type of industrial 
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structure whether catering to the local Ii1CJ.rke t or guided towards export o 

'Iherefore these countries~ unless there is a r,-:ldical change (which is 
• 

doubtful for a long time) 9 will continue to be raw-naterial providers 

for the Common Market Countries. Such a situation would be problematic 

or may not arise. at all if the Common liiarket countries linked their 

fate to the more or less industrialised countries of the Third itforld 

like India,. Tunisia i\~orocco. These countries,, as we know, absorb most 

of the raw materials for their own industries.For certain products, 

they ar'=' even ready to compete with theCommon Market countries. 

Consequently, the choice of partners by the Common Market seems to be 

absolutely deliberate. It seems that they have to choose weak p<trtners 

to impose a certain domination and to maintain systematic economic 

explitation, as during the colonial days. 

2) From the first point 9 we have the following 

consequence ~ ~port of eommon Market's ~roducts ~o the ACP States. 
. -

Partially, this system cc,uld be understood by studying the problems 1 
financing and aid, In order to get a clefinte idea, let us quickly 

look at the functioning of the two following ins.ti tutions 

a) Buropean D8 velopment Fund. 

b) European Investment Bank 

For analysing the fu~1ctioning of these two institutions, 

we notice that the European countries continuo to plaY the. same game 

as before, namely, subsidising their own industries by means of aid 

in the following way ~ 

-
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a) by paying for the infrastructure in the Third World 

countries. 
• b) by compelling the 8:ssociated countries to buy products 

manufactures in the Co;1mon Market countries .. The same is the case with 

products necessary for infrastructures like, roads, telecommunications, 

hospitals. 

In order to support our point of vie"tv, let us quote some 

figures. During the first instalment of theyoan of theEuropean 

Development Bank, only 0. 7% of the fund agreed upon v.ras given for 

local industrialisation of ·the beneficairy associated countries. For 

the second instalment of the loan, the percentage was 1 .3%. In both 

cases, the amount allotted for the industrial development of the 

associated countries rsmained very small. Even though the s-e\m total 

of aid given during this peirod increased from 581 million U.S. dollEU~s 

to 730 million U.S. doll::.,rs, the level of tying remained as high as 

80%. In the case of French aid, this level was 82%. 

We thus find ou~selves facing a situation of bloekade of 

industri~l development in certain associated countries. How does one -
overcome this deadlock~ By developing a new model by which they could 

inject finished goods on a large scale in the Common rJiarltet countries. 

But what are the linitations of such a moc~.el? This model could be set 

up and be viable only under three cCb.ndi tions · ~ 

1) the finished p1·oducts coming from these industries sho,J.F 

not be 11 similar and competitive" to those of the Cormnon JVIarket. Based 
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on this, we can easily visualise the ~pe of products involved. They 

are mainly products which are produced in the first phase of any 
. . 

industrial dev:elopment ~ textiles, •.• products of highly polluting 

industrial units which the CorJID.on lVlarke t countries would desire to 

see outside their frontiers. 

2) the finished products should be produced in collabora

tion with multinational companied having their headvruarters in the 

Common Market countries. In this way, economic links could be 
!<-' • r ~ ~· 

established between the Centre (EEC) and the periphery (ACP) • 

According to thisplan, they will have finances, administration and 

research departments located at the Centre •.•. While labour and raw 

materials would be provided for and located at the periphery. 

3) Common Market countries ~lould be in a position to 

esport to the associated countries products manufactured with the 

help of a highly adv~ced technology and technical level as{et 

non-existent in 'lhird. World countries ( eg~ colour televisions, 

computers? ••• ) 

In fact, what really happened mainly during the 1960-69 

period was that industrialised countries m2intained their position 

as suppliers, with 83% of the s'\,m total of finished products ~xported 
, 

to Third World countries , while the latter continued to remain at 

a very low level of development. TILis can be explained by the fact 

that precisely in these countries, of which most were under colonial 
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rule, colonial pressure lingered on •. But, it is only a partial view 

which does not explain the whole problem. vle have to ad~ that along 

this fragmentary analysis, there was also the fact that due to the 

Common External Tariffs of EEC in 1966, multination(ll intervened on 

large scale and fully made use of this system. In a word, due to 

ecohorriic pressur~, there is littie possibility of the developing 

countries being industrialised, contrary to the declared intentions. 

To illustrate this point, we shall take the criticisms 

which il:ere levelled against the reciprocity or the rule of inverse 

preference pr~vided for by the Yaounde Conventions. 

a) inverse preferencffiare an impediment to industrialisatkn. 

With the enforcement of this system, under-developed countries will 

have their markets flooded by foreign goods. Consequently, it would be 

·impossible for these countries to industrialise themselves • They will 

not only serve as outlets for manufactured products, but will remain 

suppliers of raw material and get poorer in addition as a result of 

deterioration of tm terms of exchange. 

b) inverse prefernces hinder the creation of regional 

unions between under-developed countries. We shall not dwell on this 
\:; 

point which in any case could be easily overcome if we refer~articlesjl 

12,13,14 of Yaounde III. 

c) trr·benefit founded on this policy of inverse 

preferences is quite doubtful. 1he fact is that under-developed 
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countries are given certain advantages and , in retu.rn 9 developed 

countries try to get a preferential customs rule. This reciprocity of 
• 

action, in reality 9 is the basis of injustice and ineguali ty. Certain 

states of E.AMA ( 1 ) got no advantage whatsoever from the sys tern of 

inverse preference. It happened in Chad ·whose exports in 1971 were 

made up of cotton which was exempted from taxes in the Community; in 

Mauritania it happened in relation to iron ore and Zaire in relation 

to copper. 

It is the recognition of this inequality which explains 

the admission of the principle of non-reciprocity in trade relations 

bet'-~Jeen industrialised and developing countries. 

FRAGMENTATION 

As opposed to he highly industrialised European.countries 

having a coordinated economic policy (within the Co~rraon Market), we 

find that associated countries remain ;tl.isuni ted 11 in one 1.:ray or the 

other, inspite of the slogans of unity. This can largely'be explained 

by the absence of r,-;al links between thGse countries as a result of 

the colonial rule. In addition 9 in the developing countries, there is 

lack of horizontal organisations which could te the expresssion of 

solidarit~ as in Belgrade in 1961, in Cairo in 1964 ru1d in Lusaka 1970. 

Due to this '!fragmentation<~ of...i!.Qvelo£ig& countries, the 

Centre (that is, Europe), tends to cocryera te w·i th countries of the 

periphery and seprately. This naturally incre3.ses its hold on these 

countries and leads to an entanglement of g,greements 9 with no link1 

• 

( 1 )E.Al\1A Associated States of Africa and Madagascar. 
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,. 
whatsoever 9 keeping in rJ.dmd only the vested interests of the coun·tries 

of the Centre. It results in monopolistic situation vJhich appears in the 
• 

following form : the Centre having links of all types and in all 

dired.tions with other countries andgroups ·of countries 9 countries of 

the periphery, at the same tiLJ.e, direct_ing their activities towards 

this very Centre. 'vie can study the effects of this .. movement at two 

levels 

1) regarding the Third World countries generally this 

s~s tern intentionally involves an effect of (i_vision. Against the 

general trend of uniform treatment, partic~larly against the 

generalised system of most favoured nation treatment, the European · 

BconomyCommunity adopted the system of sele~tive preferences for 

associate states , and not for other developing States. 

This could be analysed as being the survival of the 

colonial ties existing between ex-colonisers and ox-colonised coun tr~."" 

It makes us question the notion of 11 associate Statesli which covers 

economics as well as politics. That is vrhy the European Community 

is not open to call. It seems to be an institution made exclusively 

to accept the 11 ex-dependencies" . · vle have to add that, although this 

was not clearly stipulated, it would be difficult to admit States 

having a rigid socialist ideology 1rri thin this institution, pr8cisely 

because this ideology basically opposes the Common Market's capitalist 

ideology. Logically speaking, countries which are called socialist, 

like Algeria, should not be associated with the Common Market. However, 

we have an• exception which confirms the rule in the case of Tanzania, 

the Arusha Convention being a little more than a simple trade agreemento 
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The consequences of this sepration between associate 

countries and others, between socialist and non-sociali~t countries; 

and between continents are to be regretted, In Africa. they h~ve 

considerably slowed down the process of Africm'l Unity 9 as also the work 

of the United Nation's EconbQic Commission for Africa. The problem 

remains the same for tm:Third i.rJorld, considered as one whole or as 

cme bloak • 

2) iiFragmentation" was very visible in the Yaounde I·· 

Convention (22nd July, 1963) article 40 which stipulates an annual 

meating between the Council and the Commission of the Common Market 

on the one hand and a representative of each associate State's 

government on the other. This was cb.anged for Yaounde II, which 

extended this framework, with a ministerial con~ittee and a 

parliamentary assembly of 108 members (54 of the Connon lVlarket and 54 

'of the 18 as so cia te States). 

It is in some way a beginning for a mul tilat~ra.J.··. 

organisation? even though struc-turally we§.Jf. VJe have studied this 

point precisely in Chapter III in the context of th_e modtifications 

brought about by the Lome Convention. we will not enter into details 

once again here. We only need to tlention · that "rrrul ti.lnteralisation11 

does not .really mean much. The example of U.N.O. is there to prove 

it. "Multilateralisation11 can in itself, if not properly controlled, 

be an efficient instrument to maintain and strengthen J@._,rtical 

control ~omination. 
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SPECIFIC CRI TIGISNS : LOME CONVENTION 

The. Lome Convention has been strongly criticised ever since 

1975 ·• It has been consider-ed as a new face of the ancient capitalist 

exploiter. 

According to these criticisms? the Convention's effect is 

to strengthen the 11 economy market 11 J.nd the 11 capitalism directed" 

towards important areas of Africa 9 notably 9 in \!Jest Africa 9 Zaire, Kenya, 

Zambia and in countries of the Southern Zone. To this extent 9 Africa 

reflects the image of the nine European countries with their mixed 

economies and various combinations of private and public enterprises. 

Certain States like Tan:zania 9 . Guinea 9 Som:'!.lia which proclaira to be 

socialist countries cannot fully benefit from private investment. 

These States can only depend on aid as an external stimulation , 

particularly on what is given to them by virtue of the Lome Convention •. 

This attitude is not unalterable. Positions can change because the 

Convention provides for permanent negotiations by means of its 

committees and the centre of industrial development. vfuen it appears 

that the various agre~ments ar" not ~ctioning properly, they are 

revised. 

It is difficult to determine according to any type of 

statistical data whelliher ·the Convention is a success. 

Generally speaking,Africans are: hostile to trade agreements 

inspired by the system of generalised preferences 9 which they feel 

weaken their position. They are justified in feeling so. In reality, 

the main go~l of the development aid given by the Community (combined 
.•. 

with other aids and private investments when allowed by the Africans) 
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is to shift Africa from a state of seller of raw materials to that 

of sellers of transformed products, then of manufac~ured goods and next 
• 

maybe of "tertiary products" (Japanese style). 

Such a process puts forth two challenges 

-Africans want competitive Asian products to be penalised 

when their prices are~wer than the cost of production in Africa. 

- this also means that European ID8llufac:furers should give 

up the market 11 promised11 to Africans. Vfe have hovJever to accept the 

fact that in a rule of integral economic libe~ism, it is rather 

difficult for an African ... export oriented industry, textiles for 

example, to take off in the presence of competition from India, 

Taiwan and Singapore~ And due to this fact, the Lome Convention was 

very important. V/iltihout this Gonu-ention , the path to African 

industrialisation based on exports would have been blocked. It is 

however still true that certain innovations of this Convention are 

liable to be highly criticised • 

. 
A. STABEX 

If we take example of S L'ABEX, which is considered to be a 

model in the. approach to a new international economic order, we 

notice certain gloomy points. ~e system of stabilisation of export 

receipts is really a new happening in trade relations btween the 

industrialised and developing countries. However, it presents certain 

inherent shortcomings • 
• 
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a) products covered by STABBX are products whose development 

in the ACP States was linked to the industrial needs of the previously 

colonial metro polis. Under th.t present conditions (at the time of 

signing the Convention) 9 there was no certainty about the progression' 

of the de~ for these products from the Common Market. There is thus, 

all at one.e, a fluctuation of markets and a strong po'ssibili ty of 

fluctuation in production. STABEX is an insurance. And likl:e any 

insurance, it can only cover damages higher than a certain sum (75 

million U.A. per year for 46 ACP states). It cannot also prevent the 

cost of the dam~es from crossing 75 million U.A. It follows that the 

real progress of African producers remains hazardous due to the 

uncertainties of the international market to which the European 

economies are also subjected. 

'r.his means that the transfers will be nominal and not real. 
' Thus, there is a continuous loss for the ACP States by monetary erosion~ 

though they can benefit in case of reconstitution of the fund. 

c) By channelising the efforts on the sustained products 9 

STABEX can constitute an obstacle to the diversification of cultures 

in the ACP States. 

STABEX ( the stabilisation fo export earnings) as 

applicable under the ltome Convention is not ·enough. 'I'remendous change' 

is required. to make this a meaningful package .. for developing countries 

as ~whole, even if only assigned the limited role that it should: 
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function in a complementary manner to the fund concept.mThe STABEX 

scheme as it now exists is severly limtted. Both the el~gibility 

criterion and dependency criterion severely limit its scope; 

understandably, this underlines thepresent fin~ncial constraints of 

the scheme. Let us look a little at S'rA.Bl::X for Tanzania. The value 

of exports for Tanzania for the last few years is on average T.Shs. 

2.5 billion. In 1975 Tanzania received from STABEX only Shs.18,000,000 

and in 1 976 about Shs. 45,000, 000. 'llie p0rcen tage c·hange in the overall 

trade balance arising from STA.BEX receipts as it can be seen is very 

very small, The overall capcity of Tanzania from exports does not 

change, therefore, as a result of S 'l'ABEX. No woncler that one 

negotiator of the Lome Convention said of the scheme that it looked 

like stabilising poverty. STABEX does not take into account the cost 

of imports. It, in fact, is the EDF in another form, more attention

catching perhaps. Both STABEX and the normal EDF come from the same 

global amount. The truth is,S·L'f.'J3EX operates in a manner that evades 

the responsibility for which it has obtained so much acclaim. 

B) SUPPORT TO EXPORTS OF REGIONAJ\/.AlifD 

INTBR-RDGIOI~AL COOPERATION 

vle have to mention here some negc:-,tive political and 

econclmic factors which go against the achievement of the 11 support to 

efforts of regional and inter-regional cooperation". 'lliese factors 

hinder the desired normal ecolution. Among these, we can point out ~ 
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-politically ~ a certain political susceptibility which 

constitutes ip. most of the cases a major hindrance to theprogress 

of certain plans: G8nerally speaking, certain newly inc~epe:h.dent . 
countries, possessive of their sovereignty, felt rightly or wrongly 

that regionalisation could endanger their own chances of economic 

development. 'Ihey felt that it was not proved that their national 

economic potentialities wert sufficient to allow the functioning 

of basic industries necessary for economic development in a modern 

country. 

- economic obstacles 

- resistance to any change by the trD.di tional structure of 

ex!Bhanges. 

- difficulty of uniting new industries 

disparities in the development levels in the same zone 

and risk of imbalances. 

It follows that these negative factors which are mainly 

indegenous (concerning African countries themse-lves) should be 

completely thwarted by measures which could prevent African markets 

from being divided, because ~ 

11 the present partitioning of their markets prevents 

the play of natural complemtaries and deprives the developing 

countries of the advantages of specialisation and of planned economy, 

the dimension of the markets of a number of developing countri;es . "'"' 

being insufficient. This phenomenon has already rea.ched alarming 
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proportions in certain cLveloping countries. Bncouragem.en t of regional 

cooperation among developing countries will be an efficient means of 
• 

thw:art:i..ng this evolution and will contribute to the acceleration 

of their development process"· ( 1) 

In quantitative terms, the results reached are not 

negligible. After 21 months of ACP-EEC association, out of 3.03 

billion UA provided for .dev~lopment aid, 1.2 billion UA were given 

by the European D~velopment Fund (EDF). And 3oo million .. : UA were 
~ u - . 

spent in the first quarter of 1978. 1975, ACP exports to the Comrflon 

Market increased by 14% compared to 1969.During the first eight 

months of 1977, they increased by 26%. 

Profits reaped by the AGP States from the Lome Convention 

vary from country to country. Some States be:nefited enormously from 

this Con~ention, other not at all.Everything depends on the respective 

wealth of the ACP States. Poor countries continue to suffer due to the 

fact that the phe~se of trade promotion was not enforced. The result 

of this situation is that here are inadmissible disparities among 

the ACP S~tes. 

To this question ~ 11 The Community s«]s free access for 

developing countries to the European market. Vfuere do the ACP States 

stand? 1
', Mr. Tekonle Traore, Secretary General of the ACP 9 answered 

in an interview given to 11 Jeune Afrique" (2). 

( 1) CowmissiQn of Eu'<Opf7an C'fumuni ties ~ memo:ra,ndum on a. commuuj, ty 
policy OI coopera~lon and development, ~·r July 19·r1,. pg.b). 

( 2) 11 Jeune A-rriquen 9 no.889 of 29 lYlurch 1978, page 60. 
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"· ••• We are not ple2.sed with the trade aspect of the 

Convention which provides to give a preference to ACP products 1 
• 

because this preference is denoted by an erosion of our ~dvantages 9 thus 

of our export receipts benefiting the competitive coun t:ries. Every 

year, the EEC feels it is necessary to agree to a reduction of customs 

tariffs or to greater advantages for export ·in favour of under-developed 

countries than the ACP Sta'tes. They are the countries of South-East 

Asia and N0 rth Africa. The ACP States lea~nt by this 1 that in fact, 

everybody's freind is in rel4\i ty no body 1 s freind ••. li. 

C) PR~LIMINiiliiBS AND LIMITATIONS OF 
INDUSTRI.AL COOPERATION 

The total success of industrial cooperation remains 

doubtful for a n~mber of reasons 

1) Setting up of factories is mainly left to private 

initiative 1 that is 9 to multinationals 1 which are considered by some as 

supports 9 particularly a~ted to technology transfer. 

The report of the group of experts of the United Nations 

to the Economic and Social Council (ECQSOC) in July 1974 on 

"the effects of multination:cl companies underlines that 11 to a great 

extent, it is the cap"bity which themultinational companies have to 

create and to apply the techniques 9 which is at the origin of their 

quick expansion •.•• Multinational companies have become the most 
' 

important :.ource of a certain number of techniques. Affiliated 

com@anies can call for the total amount of knowledge accumulated 

• 
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by the whole organisation to which they belong. It is one of the Iilain 

advantages compared to,.,. national companies and one of the greatest 

attractions for the host countries ••. ~~~ • 

The role of multinationals has got its negative counter

part. Thes org·:.nisations are considered by otherJ as the most efficient 

instruments of economic domination of the ACP partners by the EEC 

Btates. Besides, this is why we very often see in developing countries, 

pure and simple nationalisation (with inde~nities, most of the time) 

of foreign firms which ari' considered to be the providers of techniques. 

These companies would thus hesitate to invest in developing countries 

in an atmosphere of 11 insecurity". Tb.ere appears a difference betveen 

the desire proclaimed by the ComrJunity to pronate industrialisation 

of the Third World and ,the r~l possibilities of this very Community 

which is also the construction of industrialists and businessmen. 

2) Ipdustrial development can only be achieved 

efficiently in the ACP if the regional organisation of the ACP States· 

is successful, especially in.the industrial field. In other words, 

instead of the industries multiplying and becoming competitive, they 

should be implanted so as to be efficient and eomplementary. The 

implantation of "basic industries11 and "intermediary industries" 

requires regrouped Iilarkets for the minimal dimension of the markets 

is much larger than the consumption goods sector. However~ we have 

to note here that. the regional desir~ of the EEC in the industrial 

field cannot be a substitute for the wiil of the States to 
• industrialise individually, even if it goes against the exigencies of 

regiona'v harmonious development. 

• . ' 
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3) Industrial clevelopment of the ACP and 9 consequently, the 

opening of European markets to pro,"ucts of their up-and -coming · 
• 

industries will cause serious damages to the interests of certain 

sectors or of certain regions of theEuropean industry. Thus, these 

damages could lead to defensive reactions (notably of the trade unions) 

and block the process of industrial deployment. For example 9 the EEC 

Corninission was ma,de to restrict imports of textiles coming from South 

Korea due to the serious distrub:1nces they provoked in the European 

textile market. ( 1) This point was also stressed by the German l~"Iinister, 

IVJ:r. Von Dohnanyl , at the Socialist colloquiun of Suresnes ( 2); he 

mainly said, 11 by stressing on the idea that the right to resources 

is a national right, industrialised countries 1vill be made to say 

that technology is their own wealth and that nobody should depend 

on them to transfer it ••. " ( 3). 

( 1 ) "Le Monde", Paris'· 1 6. 8. 75. 

(2) 5 and 6 June 1975 

(3) "Le IYionde 1
', Parie9 9.6.1975 
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Chapter V 

CONCLUSION 

What then are the prospects of Third-World experts to the 

industrialised natioris? The advanced countries are in a recession, 

domestic tinemployment. is higher than it has been for a long time; 

protectionist barriers 'are going up one after another, local labour is 

beccming "mili t;ant 11 and public spending ~m a range of welfare services 
I 

is diminiship.g.. In this ,context; what chance is there of opening their 

markets to goods made in poorer countries, to keep industries in the 

latter humming even as their own begin closing down? Nor is it likely 

that if and when their economies begin to revive, they will adopt more 

liberal trading policies? They are committed to perpetual growth and 

ever widening prosperity. "Adjustments in the global patterns of trade'; 

of the kind the. World Bank would like tp see are just not on if they are 

to entail, as they must, the risk that living standards in the rich 

nations might have to be pegged at present levels or even lowered. 

Despite the liP-service paid to the ideal of a 'new 

international economic order", what is actually happening in the SUP-

posedly on going v:North-South Dialogue 11 on how to establish it? The 

dialogue is stalled and progress on achieving its objectives is minimal. 

The same is true of the deliberations on the law of the sea where 
I . . . 

advanced nations, notably the u.s.'. are trying to take the poor ones out 

of their desire to have ocean resources mined by an international 

authority rather than by private,. western companies. And what have the 
:: : .'. . ,, . 

various -uNCTAD~ achieved so far in practical terms? Even. the Third-
. . ' . . 

,·, ' 

World demand for a common fund to guarantee stable prices 
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prices ahd secure earnings for primary commodity exports- a. demand 

which the u.s. has fiercely and ~onsistently opposed - h~s been 

conceded by the advanced States only "in principle 11 • \rlhat.reality 

that principle will assume is. not yet known tut can be guessed. 

· One al terna ti ve which eminent economists have propos'ed, 

is for developing nations to trte more and more with each other •. But 

if their markets are not big enough to absorb themr own products and if, 

which is now the case, the stimulus for much of their economic 

economic activity comes largely from exports to the markets of rich 

countries, what then is the scope l5or intra-third world trade? Won''t 

such trade in the present conditions harm rather than help them. 

In place of the optimism regarding the prospects of the 

less developed countries that mg_rked the speeches of the early 1960"s 7 . 
a sense of helplessness evolving on the part of economists and policy_ 

makers concerned with development. The despair is rooted , first, in 

growing awareness that forecft3'ts and promises of large flows of 

assistance from·the rich to the poor countries will not be 

fulfilled, and, second, in a developing belief that without massive 

assistance the less de;veloped countries can d.o little on their own 

about lagging growth cmd rising unemployment • 

The spread ~f capii;alism throughout the underdeveloped · 

world is likely to pei'}?etuate rather then alleviate the conditions of 

under-develqpment. At the same time, conscious of d'epri va tion and 

desire for improvement is likely to increase among the masses of pe op.le . . 
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in the poor countries. The result is an increasing gap between 
. 

aspirations and actual gains that will lead inevitably to 
• 

mounting tension and conflict. 

While this general scenario appears to be more or less 

inevitable in most of the under developed world~ there remain 

widely variant possibilities with respect to the t:i_me span and 

degree of vi9lence involved. The actual pattern of events will 

depend:~.upon the internal dynaro.ics of revolutionalry movements and 
. "~ 

u.pon the extent of the resistance to radical change posed by 

the elites of the poor and the rich countries. to minimi?e both 

the times and the violence associ~ted with the necessary and 

ultimately inevitable changes in thepoor countries. The crucial 

question that remains is whether this struggle can be won peace-

fully through mounting popular pr~ssure on the intransigent 

elements of theruling elites or whether it will en tail a violent 

confrontation within the rich capitalist countries themselves. 

The Lome Convention is only the step in the right 

direction to reduce the chances of confrontation between rich and 

poor countries. For the ec~nomi~~ situation of poor countries 

even the Lome Convention is worsening. The assumptions of poor 

countries about the present economic order must be revised. A 

real organisation of the markets, a new industrial g~ography 

and a real code of conduct for the activities of mul tin~~~tional 

firms are needeJ/ 
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In its report 1iivorld Deve1o£inent Re.E_or~ 1978n, the World 

Bank stated : "th~ development prdgfess of the past twenty five• yeCl.l'S has 

exceeded early expectations in amny respects o o'• but still about 800 

million people more than one third of the total population of the develop-

ing world, still live in absolute poverty 11 
0 0 0 0 

The first priority in poor countries is to raise 

productivity; agricultural and,industrialo But other questions are 

raised : where is the capital to invest in technilogical and other 
. .. 

improvements to come from? How can the domestic savings rate grow if 

simultaneously as JrJorld Bank's. :t-eport suggests 7 massive public wo!'ks are 

launched to dreate jobs, works that \'Jill yield ret'ums tfuiy tn'llch later? 

What about political difficulties caused by the willingness of prolifer-

ating inter-groups to accept restraints on earnings and consumption and 

the inability of Government to impose such restraints? It seems frankly 

, that there is no real way outo In the light of such facts, the as soc-

iation between EEC and ACP will be for a long time to come that of 11the 

horse and the rider". 
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